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The Murray Ledger & Times
Volume LXXXXVI No. 169 In Our 96th Year Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, July 18, 1975
Preliminary Plan For
$2.9 Million Expansion
At Hospital Is Approved
Preliminary plans for a $2.9 million
expansion project at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital were approved by the
hospital's board of commissioners at their
regular meeting last night.
The board members were also told that
conditions at the hospital emergency room
were much improved and board chairman
James Garrison said "We're real-pleased
with the performance of the medical staff
within the last month." -
The expansion includes supportive
hospital facilities such as business offices,
operating rooms, maintenance, radiology
and therapy labs., etc., and does not in-
dude the addition of any acute-care beds
at this time.
Included in the expansion program
would be the razing of the present con-
valescent center old hospital) and the
addition of a 40-bed long term care facility
to the present hospital.
Plans for the new addition were
presented by Pat Kerr and Dave Jones of
Gresham & Kerr, John Keeling
Associates, Paducah architects, who
recommended contracting for all five
phases of the project at one time. The
hospital board members were told by
administrator Stuart Poston that a fiscal
RONNIE MILSAP-11111412Mitr1 music singer Ronnie- Milsap treated the
audience at the Murray-Calloway County Fair Thursday night to a tremendous
musical show, with musk for several different types of listeners.
Turnout For Mikap Show
Disappointing To Jaycees
"They're beautiful," said country music
star Ronnie MiLsap when asked about the
audience at the Murray-Calloway County
Fair Thursday evening.
But there just weren't enough of them.
Certainly one of, if not the best music show
in several years to play at the fair, the
Ronnie Milsap Show didn't interest enough
of the people in the surrounding area to
even begin to fill the grandstand at the 18th
annual county fair.
However, the people who stayed home
missed a tremendous show; unique in that
it appealed to nearly all types of music
lovers, from rock to country, with just a
tad of classical mixed in.
Although the blind musician could not
see with his eyes the sparse crowed that he
attracted, he had to be able to feel what his
eyes couldn't tell him. While the crowd
that was there was fairly responsive to the
tremendous talent before them, there just
weren't enough of them.
Such as it was, the crowd that was ap-
preciative enough of good talent to come to
the show, was treated to a well-rounded
performance in the grandstand attraction
Thursday night. Still, the Murray.
Calloway County Jaycees, who sponsor the
fair each year, figure they lost between
$5,000 and $6,000 on the show, in
preliminary estimates made last night.
Today's feature will be the Roller Derby,
set for the show ring tonight. The beef
cattle show was held this morning at ten a.
m. in the Agriculture pavilion.
JERSEY WINNERS—Jersey Cattle Show winners at the County Fair last mg
were, left to right, Debra Tucker, junior champion in 4-H; Alene Paschall, grand
champion in 4-H; and Krit Stubblefield, with both the grand champion and junior
champion in FFA.
HOLSTEIN WINNERS--Holstein Cafflf-Show winners at the County Fair last
night were, left tb right, Greg McClure, junior champion in 4-H; Sandra Stark,
grand champion in 441; and Steve McCuiston, with both the grand champion and
junior champion in FM. Staff Photos by ()rid Hill
agent had been consulted concerning
financing for the addition.
Poston reported that the fiscal agent had
advised the $2.7 million in revenue bonds
could be supported. It was indicated that
hikes in room rates, which are presently
lower than other area hospitals, would
help defray the cost of the expansion.
Even though new acute-care beds are
not included in the plans for the present
project, the design of the addition will
allow for future expansion up to 250 total
beds in the hospital by the construction of
additional floors on the new wing. The
supportive facilities in the new addition
are designed to accomodate a 200-250 bed
hospital. The hospital presently has 140
acute-care beds.
Emergency Room
The board discussed the problem of
staffing the hospital's emergency room 24
hours per day and were informed by
Garrison that it would be "nearly im-
possible" to find a fully licensed doctor for
OPTIMIST DONATE $1,000—Murray Optimist Club President Mac fins presents Don Brock, director of the local Com-
prehensive Care Center a check for $1,000 to be used in the operation of the center's mental health-mental retardation
programs. The local center has recently been hampered by a cutback in federal funds.
Mental Health-Mental Retardation board chairman, Sid Easley, said of the donation: "The local Mental Health-Mental
the $35,000 annual salary that had oc,,e,x1 Retardation Board is. very grateful to the Optimist Club of Murray for its generous contribution. I know that this money
•peasaajaa,,maatinea - awirlithillsokitil:114414114SV fta_ktiewerk 11)„, Veen: Of:tlitt dub. The aitoney- will -be used araSeir federal andolate-
Garrison listed three alternative staffing o ifient7to teach retar ed c dren -ar*Tarairrairoway Countians who have mental and emotional
solutions:
—to continue to search for fully-licensed
doctors keeping in mind that the search
would- most likely take several months;
—to employ "limited license" doctors
meaning doctors, mostly of foreign origin,
who were licensed to give full emergency
care but who can not operate a private
practice, or;
—work out a plan with local physicians
under which the local doctors would be
employed by the hospital on a part-time
basis. Garrison said that seven local
physicians had expressed an interest in
filch an arrangment. _
The majority of the board members
favored the limited license doctor idea.
The emergency room committee, chaired
by County Judge Robert 0. Miller, will
study the alternatives, meet with local
physicians. and report their recom-
mendation at the next board meeting.
The board members also discussed the
shortage of general practice doctors
(GPs) in the community and appropriated
$10,000 to be used in a recruitment
program during the next year.
The board discussed the possibility of
erecting a building containing four to six
doctor's office on the hospital grounds as
an asset to luring more physicians to
Murray.
problems." Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon
Camaraderie Much In Evidence On
Final Day Of Apollo-Soyuz Linkup
SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP In a
spirit of good-humored camaraderie,
Apollo astronauts and Soyuz cosmonauts
executed their own brand of shuttle
diplomacy today in a series of visits bet-
ween their linked orbital homei.
There mill much back-slapping and
hand-shaking as spacemen moved through
a tunnel connecting the two ships.
Hosts took visitors on television tours of
the respective craft, family pictures were
proudly displayed and meals shared.
Cosmonaut Valeri Kubasov pointed a
television camera out the window over
Russia as he gave visiting Vance D. Brand
a high-altitude travelogue of his homeland,
a vast stretch from the Black Sea to the
Pacific.
As the spacemen continued their un-
precedented space journey, Soyuz com-
mander Alexei Leonov and Brand made
early morning transfers to the other's
craft.
Negotiations With Postal
Workers Reach Key Point
WASHINGTON (AP) — Negotiations
between the Postal Service and four postal
workers' unions reached a key point today,
with the Postal Service reported readying
revised proposals dealing with work rules
and job security.
One union official said as the talks
resumed that the outcome would depend
"on just how intransigent the Postal Ser-
vice wants to get." The unions have
threatened to go on strike when their con-
tract expires at midnight Sunday. The con-
tract covers 600,000 worters.
"They can force a strike if they want to,
and they might do that if they think they
have something to gain from it," said
James Lapenta, chief negotiator for the
mail handlers union. He said postal
workers are unlikely to work without a
contract.
Proposals dealing with pay and other
economic issues have yet to be put on the
bargaining table. The Postal Service said
it wanted to resolve the norunoney issues
first.
W. J. Usery Jr., chief federal mediator,
said 'Thursday that serious differences
Portly Cloudy To
Occasionally Cloudy
Partly cloudy to occasionally cloudy
through Saturday, with a chance of scat-
tered showers and thundershowers Highs
today and Saturday in the-upper 80s to low
90s, lows tonight in the mid to upper 60s.
Winds southerly five to 15 miles per hour
and gusty near thundershowers today.
Outlook for Sunday, partly cloudy with a
chance of scattered showers.
Precipitation chances 50 per cent today












remain between the Postal Service and its
four unions.
Usery concentrated on achieving a
postal settlement after the Brotherhood of
Railway Clerks agreed Thursday to the
one-week postponement of a strike
deadline, which had been 12:01 a.m. Mon-
day.
The railway labor talks broke down after
union and rail industry negotiators were
unable to settle relatively narrow dif-
ferences. Industry and union negotiators
blamed each other for the impasse.
The union, which represents 117,000
railway workers, has tried for several
months to negotiate a somewhat different
settlement from that signed earlier by
seven other rail unions. The main
problems appeared to be jurisdictional
questions and differences demanded by
the union in the cost-of-living formula from
that agreed to by the other unions.
It was the first of three transfers on this
final day of linkup on the first international
space mission.
The five spacemen also arranged a
farewell ceremony and a televised news
 conference later -today, to answer-
questions submitted by newsmen in
Houston and Moscow.
Leonov was the first of the Russian
crewmen to visit Apollo. Americans
Thomas P. Stafford and Donald K. Slayton
visited the Soyuz for nearly three hours
Thursday after the -docking of the two
ships 140 miles high.
"I am very happy to be here, Leonov
stated as he slipped through the Apollo hat-
ch and was greeted by Stafford and
Slayton.
Stafford showed off the American com-
puter aboard Apollo and told Leonov, "It is
a very smart computer."
The Soyuz does not have an onboard
computer and instead relies on ground
control for maneuvering calculations.
Leonov inspected the astronauts' dining
area and remarked: "There's very little
room here, but after all, nobody has to do
any dishes."
Kubasov greeted Brand with a sign that
read: "Welcome aboard Soyuz."
The cosmonaut showed his American
visitor a picture of his wife and two
children and Brand told him he had a
"good looking
Kubasov then took Brand on the TV tour
of Russia, pointing out a vast land of moun-
-1,11ns, plains, lakes and deserts. the path
was over the Black Sea, the Ural Moun-
tains, the Volga River and the great
eastern deserts.
"It would be wrong to ask which of our
countries is more beautiful," Kiibasov
said:
The cosmonaut also showed Brand a
desert area in south central Russia where
the Soyuz is scheduled to land on Monday.
During the transfers, astronauts and
cosmonauts are conducting joint medical
and scientific experiments and sharing
meals. Throughout the joint activities, the
Americans speak Russian and the
Russians speak English.
A television picture from Soyuz during
the transfer showed the cosmonauts '
wrestling with space snit umbilical cables.
Leonov remarked with a chuckle, "It looks
like a bunch of snakes inhere."
The cosmonauts also checked a suspec-
ted slight pressure leak in the docking tun-
nel and Leonov reported, "It is not a big
problem.
Home Electric Bills
Going Up Next Month
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Home elec-
tric bills in the seven states served by the
Tennessee Valley Authority will increase
again in August, this time by 69 cents per
1,000 kilowatt hours.
The boost will increase the average mon-
thly bill of 1,000 kwh of electricity to $24.88,
up from $17.18 in July 1974 when TVA
began monthly adjustments.
TVA serves Tennessee and parts of
Alabama, Mississippi, Georgia, North
Carolina, Virginia arid Kentucky.
TVA previously has attributed rate in-
creases to rising coal costs, hut said coal
prices stabilized in June and most of the
August increase results from purchases
from other utilities.
With several generating units down for
repairs, including two reactors at the
Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant in north Ala-
bama, TVA said it has increased its power
purchases from other systems to meet ris-
ing demands of summer air conditioning.
TVA contends its power bills still are
lower than in other areas. It said bills in
most other regions now average more than
$30 for 1,000 kwh.
7-HANGARS INSPECTEID.— Leslie DASSISMI, Refrfutrrf SetattlarV-Ortdftritterte; Ittsliected The'17-liarigaltbeiiiThri--
strutted at Kyle Field. Present during th'eoinsPection were, left to right, James Garristrrrittirld Boyd, fudge Robert Cr
Miller,' Alfred Duncan, Dawson, airport board chairman Dr. Hugh Oakley, Hamp Erwin, Johnnie Parker, airport manager.










Seventh and eighth graders of
Murray Country Club will have
a swim party from eight to 10:30
p.m. at the club. Each member
may bring three guests and the
charge will be fifty cents per
person. Come Stripling, Kay
Ray, Rainey Apperson, and Sue
McCoart are in charge.
Twilight golf will be held at
Murray County Club at 5:45
p.m.
Twin Lakers Good Sam
Club will hold its monthly
-campout at Buchanan Resort
with Mr. and Mrs. Nix Crawford
as wagon masters.
Harris Grove Homemakers
Club will have a picnic at the
Ellis Center at seven p.m.
Youth of First Baptist
Church, McKenzie, Tenn., will
present the program at the
"Summer at the Park" ,pt the
amphitheatre at Paris Landing
State Park at eight p.m.
Saturday, July 19
Nature's Rainbow, slide show
and discussion of wildflowers
and birds, will be at Center
Station, Land Between the
Lakes, at two p. m.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
sponsor a country ham break-
fast at the Hardin Center with
serving to start at seven a. m.
_Batberuj,,,,§a
sponsored by Willing Workers
Club of Hazel, will be held at
Chestnut Grove A. . M. E.
Church, starting at nine a.m.
Fraaklin Family of Mayfield
will present a gospel program
for the Murray-Calloway—
County Senior Citizens at the
Ellis Center, Murray, at seven
p. m. No admission will be
Sunday, July 20
Naturalist in Land Between
the Lakes will lead a walk tn.
discover summer wildflowerir- -









Without Partners will have a
family outing with each to bring
a sack lunch at the Murray City
Park at two p. m.
Murray-Calloway County
Foster Parents Association will
meet at 2:30 p. m. at the
Department for Human
Resources office at 203 South
6th Street.
Northside Baptist Church will
have its annual homecoming
with the Gospel Jubilee Quartet
of Hopkinsville as special
guests for the day.
Monday, July 21
West Fork Baptist Women
will meet at the home of
Elizabeth Smith at 7:30 p. m.
Alateen will meet at AA Hall
at seven p. m.
• Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Mental Health Center at
7:30 p. m.
Community Nursing
Education for nurses will be
held in the conference room of
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital at 7:30 p. m. with
Roger Neal Tanner and Mrs.
Reva Shelton as speakers.
Serendipity Stroll will start at
Center Station in Land Between
tie Lakes at six p. m.
Humane Society will meet „at




The bridesmaids luncheon for
Miss Diana Boone, brida..aipat.
of Dennis 0. Lane, was held
Tuesday, July 15, at 11:30 a. m._
at the home of Mrs. Johnny
McCage, Keenland Drive,..,
Murray.
Mesdames Jo Crass, Thomas
Emerson, Bennie Simmons,
John Gregory, and Johnny
McCage were the hostesses for
-the prenuptial event.
Miss Boone chose to wear for
the occasion a pant suit and was
presented a corsage of red roses
by the hostesses who also
presented her with a plant stand
and basket as a wedding gift.
Centering the luncheon table
was a lovely arrangement of
daisies. Sixteen persons were
present for the event. Miss






We are pleased to announce 1
that Miss Kathy Simmons,
bride-elect of Jack Crook has
selected her china, pottery,
stainless, sterling and crystal.
Kathy and Jack will be '4





Tea Held Red Room Of Holiday
Inn To Honor July Bride-elect
Miss Diana Boone, July 19th
bride-elect of Dennis O'Neal
Lane, was honored with a tea on
Friday, June 27, in the Red
Room of the Holiday Inn.
Guests were received by the
honoree, Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Sr.,
Mrs. James H. Boone, and Mrs.
Norman Lane between the
hours of 3:30 and 5:30 p. m.
Refreshments were served to
the 196 guests from an
exquisitely decorated table
overlaid with an imported
cutwork cloth. The table held a
magnificent bouquet of quaint,
multi-color, summer flowers
•
arranged in a Chinese porcelain
vase flanked by silver can-
delabra.
Miss Boone chose to wear for
the occasion a summer creation
in a floral pattern by Free Dolls
of San Francisco. Corsages of
gardenias were presented to the
honoree and her family.
Hostesses for the occasion
were: Mesdames James Rudy
Allbritten, 0. B. Boone, Sr.,
Marvin Fulton, James C. Hart,
Harlan Hodges, Don McCord,
Coleman McKeel, William M.
Porter, Bethel Richardson,
Howard Titsworth, and Miss
Rebecca Ann Dublin.
Randall Winchester, left, and Cheryl Burkeen, delegates to
the Kentucky Youth Seminar held in Lexington, shared their
experiences and learnings with members of the Murray
...Quoia.Club at the -regular meeting-4a Taesda.y. Theu.hath
studied the American Enterprize System under simulated
conditions as board members and managers of companies
and made decisions under situations presented them by the
leaders of the seminar. Miss Burkeen, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Euel Burkeen, was graduated from Murray High School
this year. Winchester, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Win-
chester, 'placed first in the State Seminar and will be a
representative in the national seminar to be held later this
summer. He was also graduated fromMurray High this year.
Of Interest To
, • •
Special Actiiities Planned For
Senior &ions Ounng The Week
The Senior Citizens have
several activities planned for
them with the first being the
gospel singing by the Franklin
Family of Mayfield on Satur-
day, July 19, at seven p.m. at
the Ellis Community Center,
Murray. No admission will be
charged.
On Tuesday the Ellis Center
will open at 10:30 a.m. with
Ruth Ferguson to give a lesson
on "hair pin lace" at 10:45 a.m.
Each one is to bring yarn,
crocket fork, and a crochet
needle. Following lunch the
monthly cleanup will be held
followed by table games or
shuffleboard at 1:30 p.m.
Wednesday's activities will
be: Softball practice at
Calloway County High School
from eight to ten -a.m.; Dexter
group to meet at Dexter
Community Center from 9:30 to
11:30 a.m.; film to be shown at
Community Center on North
2nd Street at the meeting from
one to three p.m.; bowling at
Corvette Lanes at 1:30 p.m.
A picnic is planned for
Thursday, July 24, at the home
of Mary Gupton on Kirksey
Route One. Each one is to bring
a sack lunch but beverage,
plates, cups, and silver will be
furnished. Persons planning to
attend are asked to call the
office, 753-0929, by July 22, and
also if an help with the tran-
sportation. In case of rain the
picnic lunch will be served at
the Ellis Community Center,
Murray.
On Friday, July 25, shopping
for Dexter community will be
from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m. and for





Mr. and Mrs. Dave Burkeen
Celebrate 50th Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Burkeen of Murray Route Eight celebrated
their 50th wedding anniversary with their family on Friday, July
4
The celebration was held at their home with their three
children, Dave Burkeen, Jr., and Patty Joyce Palmeri, both of
Taylor, Mich., and Ronald Evans Burkeen of Murray Route Four,
eight of their nine grandchildren and two great-grandchildren.
Those present at the Burkeen's residence were: Mr. and Mrs.
Dave Burkeen; Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Burkeen, Karen and Rhon-
da; Mr. and Mrs. Alan Vailes, all of Murray; Mr. and Mrs. Dave
Burkeen, Jr., Craig and Carl; Mr. and Mrs. Chuck Burkeen; Mr.
and Mrs. Julius Palmeri and Renee, 41.1 of Taylor; and Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Burkeen, Mat and Jennifer, of Lincoln Park. Mich.
Mr. and Mrs. Burkeen were married by Justice of the Peace W.
P. Evans on June 23, 1925, under an old oak tree on the old
Mayfield and Paris Road at Paris, Tenn. E. T. Brown of Paris
was their witness.
Miss Kathy Crider Honored At
Coffee Held At The Polly Home
Miss Kathy Crider, August
16th bride-elect of George E.
Long, was honored at a
delightfully planned coffee at
the lovely home of Mrs. W. L.
Polly, 1524 Oxford Drive, on
Murray PWP Plans
For Family Outing
Murray Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will have a
family _Ruling at the Murray
.City Park on Sunday, July 20, at
two p.m.
Each person is asked to bring
lunch, and the club will provide
homemade ice cream, cookies,
and drinks. Guests are
welcome.
The PWP is open to all
parents who are single by
reason of death, divorce,





Two more delightful cour-
tesies have been extended to
Miss Susan McCann, August
second bride-elect of Matthew
Schappert.
The first was a Taco party,
given by Miss Lisa Hannan, for
friends of the honoree in her
dormitory.
Miss McCann opened her
many useful gifts. Refresh-
ments of tacos, Cokes, and
Cookies were served.
A personal shower was given
by Miss Sandra Hargrove and
Miss Sherry Mitchell at the
home of the latter.
The table was covered with a
white lace cloth and decorated
in the color scheme of pink and
white. Cake, nuts, mints, and
Cokes were served.
Many delightful gifts were
received by the honoree.
E PERSONALS t
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Daythel Turley of Murray
Route Eight has been a patient
at the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah,
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Eldridge Swift of Murray
Route Two has been dismissed
from the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
Saturday, July 12.
The hostesses for the special
occasion were Mesdames Ray
Buckingham, John Trotter,
Scott McNabb, Robert Ray
Buckingham, and W. L. Polly.
Receiving the guests with the
honoree were her mother, Mrs.
Albert Crider of Murray, and
the stepmother of the groom,
Mrs. Bob T. Long of Mayfield.
The honoree chose to wear for
the occasion a blue and white
three piece bargello knit dress.
A corsage of white daisies was
presented to Miss Crider and
carnation corsages to Mrs.
Crider and Mrs. Long.
Coffee and Cokes were served
in the dining room with dainty
party sandwiches, apricot tarts,
and coffee cake. The beautifully
appointed table was overlaid
with a pink linen cloth and
centered with a silver wine
cooler holding tea roses in
shades of pink. Silver ap-
pointments were used.
The hostesses presented the
honoree with a Rival crockpot.
About forty persons called
\ during the morning hours from
tten to twelve o'clock.









I 7:30,9 15 + 2:30Sun.
An Amman Internationai Release PG
7 kkott presents A At, Rae, Production "THE IllraillOCHS- sta,ing
FORREST TUCKER T, &mica • MILT BAER • JULIE ADAMS • IANICE HEIDEN
Thru Wed.
17:20,9:20 + 2:30Sat.,Sun





Reserved tickets on sole for RH. Sat. Sew 7:20 Skews
Roy op to I week in eolvenc• 7 to 10 Nite4y
SOON AT THE MURRAY THEATRES
. — C Starts July 25 JAW, For 6 Big Weeks .BENJI July 24
Return of the Pink Panther. Au.. 7
Thru Thur. 7/24 1141i
Matinees Sat., & Sun. Only
Bubbling with LAUGHTER!





11., 4' cW1 PA MI 4',.l W IMAM VIVA NaINArteco VINO RON, PH,RA.R..
PIN: 'TM NNW Tie Tl•Noght ON Wes A INceampe"
Herod 1.15, 0:00 + 2,301.4., fon. • I.4-740. p.73 4- 245 Se Sew?
Late Show Fri-Sat 11:40 p.m. Capri
"Country itooker90) 18 or over only
Local Man Selected To Appear hi
Vutstandkaj Young Men, Atomics"
Jerry McCoy has been
selected as one of the "Out-
standing Young Men of
America." He is one of a select
number of men between the
ages of 21 and 35 who have
distinguished themselves by
their civic and professional
achievements.
The 25 year old Murray
resident is the owner of Jerry's
Jerry McCoy
Refinishing and Custom Built
Furniture. fie completed high
school at Murray High where he
was awarded Best Blocking
Back for the Murray High Tiger
Football team in 1966 and the
Outstanding Industrial Arts
Student in 1967. He completed
his B. S. degree at Murray State
University in Industrial
Technology with a minor in
physics and math, where he was
a member of the Industrial Arts
Club and Epsilon Pi Tau In-
dustrial Arts Fraternity.
Mr. McCoy was a member of
the Calloway Co. Fire-Rescue
from 1968 to 1974 where he
served-ash. first aid instoictor„
secretary, captain of water
rescue, and assistant chief. He
has been selected to "Who's
Who in Kentucky" and to
"Outstanding Americans in the
South".
The majority of his spare
time now is contributed to the
Murray Calloway Co. Jaycees
and Murry Calloway Co. Fair
Board. He joined.the Jaycees in
1968 where he has served as
secretary, director, and is
presently serving as -State
director for the Murray
Chapter. In 1974 he received
"Outstanding Service Award"







"Jaycee of the Year". He is now
serving as president of the
Murray Calloway Co. Fair
Board.
Mr. McCoy and his wife, the
former Joyce Hopkins, reside at





Deliyery ie 4 Weeks.
Priced Iron:
Ladies . . . . S56
Gents . . . . $59
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OUTLAND GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry (Wand,
Riley Cdurt, Murray, are the
parents of a baby girl, Beverly
Ann, weighing seven pounds
nine ounces, born on Thursday,
July 10, at 2:32 a.m. at the
Benton Municipal Hospital,
Benton.
They have one son, Charles
Wayne, age three. The father is
employed by M. & H. Con-
struction Company.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. R. C. Outland of Murray
Saute Eight and Mr. and Mrs.
Newman Waldrop of Symsonia.
POTTS GIRL
Barbie Faye is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Roger
Potts of Murray Route One for
their baby girl, weighing seven
pounds 61/2 ounces, born on
Thursday, July 3, at 12:37 a.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The new father is employed at
the local hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Lee Potts of
Kirksey Route One and Mr. and




Mrs. Donald Stom of Murray





He Wants a New Lease
On Life with New Wife
By Abigail Van Buren
11173 by Chicago Tribune-a V Slow Anse . Mc
DEAR ABBY: How do you tell a woman after 35 years of
marriage and the upbringing of your five marvelous sons
that you want to make a new start with another woman?I feel that this other woman' can give me the excitementand sexual compatibility that is now lacking in my
marriage. Both women are 53. I am 56.
My wife and I enjoy a very serene life, but its like abrother-sister relationship. She is a fine, devoted, church-going woman who is not unattractive. Perhaps, she can find
another man.
This other woman has been divorced for 10 years. When
were together we are Like a pair of teenagers—very much IAlove. Her children are grown and gone, and so are mine.I have too much character to live a lie any longer. Pleasetell me what to do.
A CHRISTIAN
DEAR CHRISTIAN: Do you really believe that it shows
"character" to tell a wife of 35 years who has played the keyrole in raising five "marvelous" sons that you want to end
your marriage to marry another woman?
At age 56, is not "serenity" at least as important as
"excitement atuLaasual conspatibility22 - -PA"CAH PATIENTYou say "perhaps" your wife can find another man. WhatMrs. Mary Huie of Murray if she can't? I say it's better to "live a lie" than to break an• has been a patient at the 














lb lea ham lee eft Ilse.
DEAR ABBY: What do you do about a mother-in-lawwho is constantly pushing her quarter of the family
heritage?
OFur ihildren are examined for physical likenesses to her
family traits; we get family trees in the mail and all sorts of
"proof" that her ancestors were bluebloods
Why isn't it enough that our children are happy, healthy
individuals?
I cannot understand her - preoccupation with her
ancestors
How should I deal with it? It's beginning to get to me.
FED UP
DEAR FED: The only way to shut her up would bete dig
even deeper into her ancestry, and come up with a horse
thief—or worse
DEAR ABBY: Why do ministers end the marriage
ceremony with, "I now pronounce you man and wife"?
It makes about as much *else* as saying. "I now
pronounce you man and woman."
The minister is supposed to make the couple HUSBAND
and WIFE.
The man was a man to begin with, just like the woman
was a woman, so how come after the ceremony the woman
becomes a wife but the man is still a man?
I don't get it.
STUMPED
DEAR STUMPED: I don't get it, either. But I'll bet
after this hits print, there will be • lot more men becoming
"husbands" after the marriage ceremony.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,





WILL EXPLAIN HAS PROUDAS FR11
At Wilkey lei US 641 Seens-Seisary
My 20, 1175-11siers: 1 p.m. te 5:30 p.m.
Freak Mem Shows Ns Regrew Neer
Rs Old Net Sees Melo Pettent Seldsiess
F E Kallembach will be
bock in Murray. Ky ogoin Sun-
day. July 20.1975
Now is the time to act on
this great opportunity Every
man and woman now loosing
hair should take advantage of
this FREE CONSIA TA TtON
GUARANTEED
You will be given a written
guarantee, on o pro-toted
basis fromi the beginning ts
the end
CAN'T HELP
Mel. petters Wilms, is Wm
mese of sweet ssehwity ef asses
of Mildness god excessive lielr less,
fer which es ieetlied is effective.
Ebb Heir Srtefulats cesumet help
Wiese Ale are sidi held OW Tiers
gredeel heir less.
aut. 44 you ,dres-nol olrobdy
slick bold. hia, Con you tee
sure what is octu3lly causing
your hair loss?
Many conditions con cause
hair loss No matter which on•
is causing your hair loss, if you
wait until you are slick bald
and your hair roots ore dead '
you ore beyond halo So. if you
still hove hair on top of your
hood, and would lik• to stop
hair loss and grow more hair
now is the time to do
something abobt it before it
too late
FREE CONSULTATION
Just f&c• a few minutes of
your time on Sunday. July 20,
1975 and go to the Holiday
Inn US 641 South, Murray, Ky
between 1 p m and 8 30 p
m and ask for the Desk Clerk
for F E Kollembach's room
number
Don't Pvt It Off
-- Thor* is no charge or
"biliglifolion tweetseehens












4 pounds (generous) lamb
breast cut into riblets
(1-rib portions)
2 medium onions, chopped
(11,2 cups)
15-ounce can tomato herb
sauce
Ls cup cider vinegar
1*2 cup honey
I cup boiling water
1 tablespoon chili powder
or to taste
1 tablespoon prepared hot
mustard
Place riblets, bone side up, in
single layers in 1 large and 1
medium roasting pan. Bake on
2 center racks in a preheated
325-degree oven for 142 hours.
Remove riblets in large pan to
small pan. Pour off fat from
large pan and place all the rib-
lets, bone side down, in a single
layer in it — riblets will have
shrunk. Stir together the re-
maining ingredients and pour
over riblets. Tightly cover pan
with heavyweight foil. Continue
baking in the 325-degree oven
until meat is very tender — 45
to 50 minutes longer. Remove
riblets and keep warm. Pour
sauce into a small bowl and
skim off as much fat as pos-
sible, reheat sauce and pour
over riblets. Or chill riblets and
sauce separately; remove hard-
ened fat from sauce and heat
riblets in it in a large sklllet.
Makes 8 servings
• 45-wids Full Bolts
stI TNch:tittrisof4,.•mpedwyensrCale s
•
• Wades Like Magic
• Apply in Minutes
Your Individual Horoscope 
Frances Drake
FOR SATURDAY,
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) VA
Prevailing influences indicate
the possibility of some decep-
tion in your area. Be alert and
ready to counteract with firm-
ness. Above all, avoid those who
have deceived you before.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21) eiGi?
A beneficent Venus especially 
JULY 19, 1975
encourages artistic aspirations,
romance, domestic affairs and
new friendships. An all-around
good day!
GEMINi
May 22 to June 21)
Do not draw hasty con-
clusions where others are
concerned. Stress your innate
tolerance. Thus you can avoid
friction, fussing, grievances.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 00
Make preliminary plans
subject to final touch-up on
Monday. Thus get the jump on
time pressnres. Exercise pa-
tience, forethought, no matter
what your schedule.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Good solar influences today
There's much you can attain
now. Your dynamic personality
should shine, and your adap-
tability will help in unusual
situation 
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) IPtii
A good day for cementing old
friendships, making new con-
tacts, reaching understandings
and planning moves for next
week.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Arl
Plan your schedule early, and
only deviate where a better
arrangement is presented or
discovered. Apply the brakes
sensibly in pleasures and risky
activities.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
You can have a productive,
enjoyable day IF doing your
best. But don't undertake a
program so exacting that it
leaves no time for relaxation.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 440.
With little planetary help, it
will be up to you how to handle
your responsibilities and how
smartly you manage personal
affairs. Accept obligations
graciously, carry out promptly.
( 
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 144
Review moves of the past
week Correct where need be for
more.:effective endeavor in the
days ahead. Use your wit and -
cleverness where they will do
the most good.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Tread lightly where there is
friction; hold the line against
pessimism; recognize where
—improvements can be made —
and make them.
piscEs
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
=Aiigk
)(
Know what is expected of you
and strive in your finest man-
ner. An extraordinary stroke of
proficiency at a telling moment
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REG. $2.49 TO $2.99 YD.
PATCH WORK DENIM
• 45" Wide Full 00111
• 100% Cotton Denim, Perms-Press
• Large Seenction Petah Work Pattern'
• Minim Blue, Faded Blue, Brown, Green etc. $188YD
SAVE $112 ON EVERY YARD ON THE NEW
PRE— WASHED DENIM
• The Newest Jean Fashion
• Pre-Washed 5 Times
• 100% Cotton, Indigo Blue Denim
• Selling Elsewhere at $4.00 yd.







REG. $1.49 YD. NEW FALL
CALICO
PRINTS
• 46" Wide, Full Bolts
• 100% Cotton Prints




• 45" Wide, Full Bolts
• Cotton & Polyester
• Natural, Olive Drop etc
ill AI 111
• 46" Wide, Full Bolts
• Extra Heavy Jaen Weight
• 100% Cotton. Perrne-Preei









3 DAY INTRODUCTORY OFFER!
REG. $1.69 "COATS & CLARK" CREATIVE
EMBROIDERY KITS
• Complete Kitt. vette Hew- Traveler,
Pattern end Embroidery Flew
• Compleor Itsitnressons Inebided qoEA.o
YOU REALLY CAN'T AFFORD 70 BUY FABRICS ANYWHERE ELSE!
A DIV:MON Of ONE OF THE ViORLD S FOREMOST APPAREL MANUFAC TuRt H
4
204 W. WASHINGTON Paris, Tn.
9..-.4M-.- I h)
9 - 6 (Friday)
9 5:30 (Saturday)
tante' star.
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Editorials and opinionated articles on this page are presented for
the purpose of prcnicting a forum blithe free exchange of differing
opinions Letters to the editor in response to editorial? and
opuuunated articles are encomiast.
The editors of this newspaper meraagly believe that to limit
npinionated articles to aiiiy Geese which parrallel the editorial
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Guest Editorials
The Deadly Sleep
The tragedy begins quietly
enough.
A healthy baby is put to bed.
The parents suspect nothing —
because, by the light of present
knowledge, there is nothing to
suspect.
The next morning, or perhaps
only within minutes, they return
to find the child dead.
No signs of a struggle. No hint of
illness. The child, simply, is dead
— another of the thousands of vic-
tims claimed by Sudden Infant
-Beath Syndrome (SIDS) each
year.
But the tragedy of SIDS goes
beyond the death of a child. The
parents must bear not only the
burden of their grief but often self
inflicted, and totally unnecessary,
feelings of guild over -not having
done enough."
The fact is that not even a
trained physician could have
predicted a SIDS death.
Where do the survivors turn for
understanding and counseling?
Sunday School Lesson
By Dr. H. C.CHILES
Based on cop) righted outlines produced by the ommillee oilthe Uniform Senes and used by_peetrussion.
Overcoming Hindrances To Growth
By H. C. Chiles - --
God wants His children to grow in the
grace and knowledge of our Lord Jesus
Christ, and in our doing so we discover that
it is necessary that we overcome various
obstacles or hindrances that are placed in
our way by the world, the flesh, and the
devil.
I Corinthians 2:1-5
From Athens, the city of culture,
philosophy, politics, and spiritual
ignorance, Paul went to Corinth, the city of
commerce, architecture, wealth, luxury,
wickedness, and notorious immorality.
Upon entering Corinth, where the people
gloried in human ability and attainment,
where they made much of the various arts,
and where they defied human lust, and
knew nothing of the true God, Paul's soul
was stirred deeply. Putting aside
everything that *vas merely human, in
absolute dependence on the Holy Spirit
Paul preached Christ and Him crucified,
and did a monumental work for the Lord.
Later Paul wrote the epistle from which
these verses are taken. In it he instructed
the believers concerning the faith in Christ
and how they should live as Christians. He
also emphasized the meekness and
lowliness which characterize trueOften there is no one who knows So, it is to be hoped that Gover- ChristiazAjle reminded the corinthiaa,s_
essongti- about-sins to-tie - orany—r,. firs6iftyir-NElif."..a*e had not seen- anything in his
comfort. resolution passed recently by the preaching td them which would cause
Clearly, there is much that
needs to be done. z
Sen. Wendell Ford's efforts to
help attract a major SIDS resear-
ch project to Kentucky are surely
to be applauded. There is much
that the Commonwealth has to of-
fer medic-al reseal — both in
terms of facilities and an abiding
concern for the well being of our
children.
But a major educational effort
is also needed. Most people know
very little about SIDS and what
they do know is often outdated and
inaccurate. ,
The National Foundation for
Sudden Infant Death Syndrome
and private local groups have
done what they can, but they can't
do it all.
Perhaps local health depart-
ments could develop a SIDS
education course to tie in with
existing pre-and post-natal care
programs.
There ought to be a better effort
at record keeping. The sad fact is
that no-one has an accurate idea
of exactly how many children are
claimed by SIDS each year.
Estimates vary from 8,000 to as
high as 40,000.
Part of the problem is that
autopsies are often not per-
formed, or when performed, the
cause of death is ascribed to "ac-
cidental asphyxiation."
Kentucky. Young Democrats and
have the Legislative Research
Commission study the whole area
of SIDS to see if such things as
mandatory autopsies ought to be
required by law.
SIDS is the number one killer of
young children — it's about time it
became a number one priority
here in the Bluegrass.
.The Kentucky Post
Ford Vs. Kennedy
That's What It'll Be
We really find it difficult to
believe that serious politicians
around the country are playing
the game of who-will-run-for-
president.
The prevailing winds for a very
long time have blown clearly that
the two men who will be out to get
our votes in 1976 will be Gerald R.
Ford for the Republicans and
Edward M. Kennedy for the
Democrats.
That's Michigan against
Massachusetts in one sense; it's
the House against the Senate in
another sense; it's a moderate-
Conservative against a very
liberal in another sense.
The charade goes on, however,
with the Democrats supposedly
looking around for a candidate
who they feel can defeat
President Ford. There are almost
as many Democratic candidates
who are potentials as there are
Democrats—and that's a whole
lot.
On the Republican side of the
ledger, there seem to be only
President Ford and Ronald
Reagan as serious contenders.
The Democratic gani-e-ig'- the
most frivolous right now. There
are loud clamors from some areas
for the candidacy of Gov. George
Wallace of Alabama, but it seems
quite impossible for him to get the
nomination of the Democratic
Party.
Sen. Ted Kennedy, like it or not,
is the—Only Dernocrat with the
muscle or pizzazz to defeat
=President Ford. But then, there's
•thq, bridge and. Chappaquiddick,
isn't there?
The nation's economy has the
situation quite muddy. If the
country were in a healthy
financial condition, the
?Democrats could likely just sit the
next election out. But right now;
no matter what all the statistical-
indicators they're shoving at us
indicate, the financial condition is
not good.
If President-Ford c-an pull the
economy up, it looks like he'll
• have another four years in the
White House. If the economy
falters or stays where it is, a Ted
Kennedy could possibly win.
At any rate, we flatly believe
the candidates will be Ford and
Kennedy.
-Bogalusa (La.) Daily News_
10 Years Ago
Mrs. Macon Blankenship and Fred
Schultz have been appointed by Judge
Robert 0. Miller to the Calloway County
Library Board.
The home of Edward Littleton was
destroyed by fire. He is employed at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Miss Margaret Ruth Crider, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Crider of Murray, is
serving as a summer missionary in Hawaii
for the Baptist Student Union of Murray
State College,
Will Ely, age 80, father of Mrs. Waylon
Rayburn of Murray, died July 16 at
Paducah.
Forty swimmers from the Calloway
County Country Club edged swimmers
from the Egyptian Country Club, Cairo,
on July 16 at the local club.
20 Years Ago
The Calloway County Health Depart-
ment and the Local Sportsman's Club are
making plans for a rabies clinic for
Calloway County.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Chambers, Mr. and
Mrs. Cleo Grogan, Mr. and Mrs. John
Cunningham, and C. 0. Bondurant will
attend the annual meeting of the Ten-
nessee Valley Association Test Demon-
stration Farm Families at Muscle Shoals,
Ala., on July 21.
; Rev. Samuel McKee of Cleveland, Ohio,
formerly of Murray, will be the speaker
Sunday at the College Presbyterian
Church here.
Miss Billie Burke Cole and Hugh
Thomas Carroll were married July 9 at the
First Baptist Church,
Hal Kingins brought a cucumber
weighing two pounds two ounces to the
office of the Ledger & Times. 
-
them to feel their importance. Paul told
them that he had come to Corinth deter-
mined not to know anything save Jesus
Christ and Him crucified. To get people to
turn from their sins, to believe on Christ as
their Saviour, and to acknowledge Him as
their Lord had been his constant aim
during his stay in their midst. He did not
rely on human wisdom or. elwnence. but
on the power Of the Holy Spirit, the One
Who applies the gospel of Christ to the
human heart so as to transform it. That
was the secret of his marvelous success in
winning men to -10h in Christ in that
wicked city. "
The only effective work done for the
Today In
History
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, July 18, the 199th day of
1975. There are 166 days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in the year 64 A.D., the
Great Fire of Rome began: The legend is
that Emperor Nero set the fire and fiddled
as the city burned.
On this date:
In 1776, New Jersey declared itself in-
dependent of British authority.
In 1792, the American naval hero, John
Paul Jones, died in poverty in Paris.
Th 1914,—the U.S. Army created an
aviation section within the Signal Corps,
and six planes were made available for air
training.
In 1932, the United States and Canada
signed a treaty to develop the St. Lawren-
ce Seaway.
In 1940, a Democratic National Con-
vention in Chicago nominated President
Franklin Roosevelt for a third term.
In 1969, a car driven by Sen. Edward
Kennedy, D-Mass., plunged off a bridge in-
to a tidal pool on Chappaquiddick Island,
Mass. The body of Mary Jo Kopechne was
found in the car.
Ten years ago: Secretary of Defense
Robert McNamara was an observer
aboard the U.S. aircraft carrier In-
dependence as a powerful bombing attack
was launched against North Vietnam.
Five years ago: Britain's Prince Charles
and Princess Anne ended a Washington
visit with a quiet dinner at the White
House.
One year ago: The ousted president of
Cyprus, Arachbishop Makarios, arrived in
New York from London to seek support at
the United Nations.
Today's birthdays: Former astronaut
John Glenn is 54 years old. Comedian Red
Skelton is 62.
Thought for today: This is the final test
of a gentleman — his respect forthose who
can be of no possible service to him.
William Phelps, American educator, 1865-
1943.
Bicentennial footnote: It was 200 years
ago today that the Continental Congress in
Philadelphia recommendeu that the
Colonies form all able-bodied men between
the ages of 16 and 50 into militia com-
panies.
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Lord is that which is directed and em-
powered by the Holy Spirit. "Not by might,
nor by power, but by my spirit, saith the
Lord of hosts" ( Zechariah 4:6). It is en-
couraging to know that the success or
effectiveness of the gospel does not depend
on the skill of the preacher, but on the
demonstration of the Spirit. Paul preached
under an overwhelming sense of his own
weakness, and without any effort to
commend his message to his audiences by
rhetorical or philosophical devices.
II Corinthains 4:7-11
Written under a stress of emotion, this
chapter reveals intense feeling and far-
reaching thoughts. As the subject of a
divine experience, the instrument of a
divine purpose, and the medium of a divine
manifestation, Paul lets us into the in-
nermost secrets of his soul, and reveals the
proper virtues and motives for all
Christians. Paul gave this testimony,
which was both an humble confession and
a thrilling exclamation: "But we have this
*treasure in earthen vessels, that the ex-
cellency of the power may be of God, and
not of us."
Paul likened himself and his associates
in the missionary work to fragile ear-
thenware pots, which were unattractive in
themselves, but the contents of which were
quite valuable. Their value was not in-
Irinsic,. but—in. the—service .wilioli-Abey -
performed.
It is noteworthy that when Paul was
subjected to cruel criticism and painful
persecution, when his motives were
questioned, and his reputation was
besmirched, and his character was vilified
that he continued with his work.ki spite of
all the hindrances and opposition, he went
on preaching the gospel of Christ, in-
troducing people to the Saviour, and
teaching the saved tir to live vic-
toriously. He never stop-ped doing con-
structive work in order to engage in debate
or conflict with any of his critics or false
accusers. He simply let his record speak
for itself. Wise indeed were those in his 
day, and are those of our generation, who
do likewise. Thoroughly convinced of the
importance and magnitude of the task to
which he had been called and assigned,
this humble man of God was willing to
endure whatever suffering and per-
secution might be necessary in order to be
an effective witness and a useful
missionary for Christ.
Regardless of what burdens were im-
posed upon him, and in spite of the fact
that death seemed imminent on many
occasions, Paul never wavered in his
devotion to Christ or in his faithfulness in
proclaiming His Word. One of the secrets
of his greatness was his complete aban-
donment to the service of Christ. His un-
wavering faith is a challenge to all of us.
Assured of a glorious resurrection, he
gladly suffered in order to be helpful to
others. He never swerved from the path-
way of Christian duty, but persevered to
the end.
II Corintians 4:16
Paul never attempted to ignore, deny, or
minimize the hardships which he en-
countered in his Christian life. He never
pretended that he did not have any per-
plexities, problems, hardships, afflictions,
and persecutions. He faced such things
realistically and courageously, and then
declared: "We faint not." And we admire
him greatly because he refused to lose
heart, or to be discouraged. While his
physical strength was ebbing away with
the passage of time and its trying ex-
periences and arduous labors, every day
Paul continued to draw on the divine
resources for the inner strength which he
added. His inner strength was renewed
daily through the working of the Holy
Spirit. His great courage was not the result
of wishful thinking, but god imparted it to
him because Paul looked beyond the af-







There exists, apparently, an acute
shortage of labor -in the nation.
While, in the face of mounting unem-
ployment figures this may seem a
paradox, the labor shortage is not a lack of
warm bodies, but a shortage of skilled
workers primarily among blue collar
craftsmen.
This shortage also appears to have
solidified and promises to be a national
problem for some time to come, barring
any unforeseen economic events.
These conclusions are drawn from the
' current quarterly survey of independent
business for the National Federation of
Independent Business. The research is
conducted on a selected sample by Faculty
Associates, Inc., an independent research
firm headed by Joseph Fee. The study is
conducted under the direction of Dr.
Richard M. Bailey of the University of
California at Berkeley, and Dr. William C.
Dunkelberg of the graduate school at
Purdue.
The findings show that 14 per cent of the
respondents currently have unfilled jobs,
up one percentage point from the first of
the year, but substantially lower than the
24 per cent of the respondents who
reported inability to fill open jobs last
July.
However, 10 per cent report they only
In the professional field which includes
doctors, engineers, dentists and others, 11
per cent report unfilled jobs for skilled
labor, none for unskilled labor. In this
group 29 per cent report the jobs they have
unfilled have been that way for six months
or more. 
Inasmuch as skilled labor is the key to
production, it is presumed from these*
findings that the shortage of skilled labor
is also holding back the employment of
unskilled labor needed to support the work
of the craftsmen.
The condition of a shortage of skilled
labor, which now seems to be solidified
according to the NFIB surveys could
account in part, for the inflationary cycle.
A glimmer of this is found in occasional
comments from independent business
owners complaining that they are ex-
periencing some pirating of their craft-
smen through the inducement of wages
higher than those prevailing for that type
of craft.
While the NFIB surveys do not probe
into the reasons for the shortage of skilled
labor, the volunteer comments of the
members received -by -the-- organization
find there is a wide variance in opinions.
Some assert that the educational system
should be revamped to accent more
heavily vocational training rather than
preparing for academic education which
currently is offering few openings to
graduates. 
have openings for skilled labor, two per. 0thers_elaim iotf_ thecent fce-Miltilled labor, and two per cent minimum wage makes it impossible for
for both. them to take in youngsters and teach them
While the figures show that the number a trade. This appears to be the biggest
of available jobs has dropped, the key factor according to the reports received at
figure is found in the length of time these NFIB headquarters.
jobs have been open. Since 1973 this has Others claim that youngsters are not
remained constant, with approximately interested in working at low paid, often
one-third of the respondents reporting menial jobs,
unfilled jobssaying they have been tin- oto b 
in order to acquire the basic
ecome craftsmen.
filled for six months or more.
some relation to the problem. While
It is felt that all of these factors have
of Intht:ereapnconsitznttaiontebpuesrintetsshe,yllhapevreceunt.
government economists talk about the
filled jobs for skilled labor, but none at all need for greater productivity, their
for unskilled. Of this group, 37 per cent discussions are usually on a high esoteric
report these jobs have gone begging for six plane and removed from the ground level
months or more. for according to all that the NFIB can
Of the independent manufacturer learn, lack of productivity is due to -the
respondents 15 per cent report they have lack of people who can produce.
jobs for skilled labor and 25 per cent say
they have gone unfilled for six months or
more.
J.- la the . non-professional service field,
which includes TV repair firms, auto To possess peace and be serene
rePriir 'shops, and similar operations, 11 in times of trouble is a great gift.
per cent report they have unfilled jobs for If we suffer, we shall also reign
skilled labor with 21 per cent reporting with him: if we deny him, he also
more.
had jobs open for six months or will deny us. H Timothy 2:12.
HEARTLINE1
HEARTLINE is a service for Senior
Citizens. Its purpose Is to answer questions
and solve problems—fast. Write to
HEARTLINE, 8514 North Main St.,
Dayton, Ohio, 45415.
Heartline: Will Medicare cover a,
chiropractor's services? Mrs. S. —
Answer: Yes, but only for manual
manipulation of the spine to correct a
subluxation shown by X-ray. Medicare
does not pay for the X-ray or for any other
services by chiropractors.
Heartline: Will Medicare cover a glass
eye? Mrs. J. M.
Answer: Yes, under most cir-
cumstances.
Heartline: Will Medicare cover a cor-
neal transplant? Mr. B.
Answer: yes.
Heartline: Where do I get my Railroad
Medicare claim forms? L. C.
Answer: At the nearest office of the
Railroad Retirement Board.
Heartline: Is there any difference
Bible Thought
between your guide to Medicare and the
governments Medicare Handbook? Is your
guide designed to replace the government
Medicare Handbook, and how much is it?
Mrs. C. D.
Answer: Yes, there is a great difference.
No, Heartline's guidebook is not designed
to replace the government Medicare
handbook. We recommend that every one
have the government handbook, and point
out that the government handbook can be
obtained at any Social Security office
Heartline's guidebook to Medicare is in
easy-to-understand, question and answer
form, and covers most of what the
government handbook covers; plus, our
guidebook goes into more detail as to what
Medicare will or will not cover. Heartline's
Guide to Medicare costs $1.50, and if for
any reason you are not satisfied with our
guide, we will promptly refund the full
$1.50. To order, send a letter to Heartline's




Sweating can be harmful,
especially if it is excessive and
sustained over a period of time.
as in long-distance races.
Such fluid lass is better toler-
ated by the young person than
the middle-aged, and more and
more of the latter group are tak-
ing up running as a weekend
sport
The American College of
Sports Medicine (ACSM) has
issued warnings and guidelines.
According to these physicians,
tests have shown that body tem-
perature can exceed 105 degrees
Fahrenheit during runs of more
than six miles and fluid loss from
the body may- ricaai 610 10' j5l1i'
cent. Yet, the international rules
of racing prohibit fluid intake.
III-eilects of the temperature
rise and dehydration may cause
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.
"goose bumps" to appear in the
skin, a sense of chilling, throb-
bing in the head, muscular
cramps, and later nausea and
mental confusion. Thse
symptoms indicate various
degrees of "heat stroke..
ACM advises that races of 10
miles or more not be conducted
when the weather temperature
exceeds ffi degrees and thdt
races be held either before 9
a.m. or after 4 p.m. to reduce the
danger from overheating,
In addition, ACSM. recom-
mends that the rules be changed
to permit drinking every 2 to 25
miles and that the sponsors pro-
-Vide 1Wv7-0Fclefityre
fluids for the racers. Contrary.to
the popular illogical notion of not
drinking just prior to a race, the
doctors suggest that it is desire-
ble to cohsurne about a pint of
fluid 10 to 15 minutes before the
race.
Weekend athletes need th
watch for excessive fluid loss in
other sports, such as tennis,
canoeing and biking, especially
when the weather is warm.
j •
Q: Mrs. T. S. has 'heard that"
boxes in which breakfast cereals
are sold are made from recycled
paper and wonders whether it is
safe Or if it presents any poten-
tial damage to health
A: Recycled paper is often,
used in manufacturing boxes in
which _trrenkfast cereal it
—p-a-eited.-Tfieprap?rr-1114y hav#"`a -
grayish appearance throughout
or be whitish on the outside and
grayish on the inside. The gray-
ness is a result of the ink used tin
BLASINGAME
newsprint which is recycled.
Such paper, is safe and meets all •
the requirements of the Food
and Drug' Administration.
Q: Mrs. I. N. wants to know if a
general anesthetic is needed to
remove the tonsils of a 10-year-
old child.
A: While adults can cooperate
with a physician and h. a ton-
sillectorhy under a local
anesthetic, a child of this age re-
quires a general anesthetic. Also,
in children the adehoids are
often removed at the same time
and cannot he reached by a local
anesthetic. , While sortie risk Os-
nts 1arN11- anOSIMICS; gonPrar
anesthesia is usually safe when
given ty a competedt
anesthesiologist.
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Morning Worship 11 00•M.
Evening Worship 6 30p.m-
First Baptist
Morning Worship 10 45a m
Evening Worship • 6.30 p m
West Fork
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Sunday Evening 6:00 p.m





Morning Worship 11 00. m
Evening 'Worship 7:00 I) In
Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship 11:0041.M
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.
Poplar Springs
Morning Worship 11:00a m
Evening Worship 6.30p m
Grace Baptist












Evening Worship 7.00p m











































Sunday Schell 10:00a m.
Worship Service 11:00a.m.
Vesper Service 5:00p.m.
AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE
„tit 11 E LB Et U R. lq
Coldwater
Morning ServiCeS 11 00a m.
Evening Services 7 00p m
Faith Baptist
Morning Worship 11.00 a.m.
Evening Worship 6 30p m
Locust Grove
MOjning Worship 1100•.m.






Morning Worship 9 15a m
Evening Worship 7 000 m








United, 310 Irwin Ave
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00p.m.
United, New Concord
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Worship Services 11 a.m., 7p.m.
Calvary Temple
Sunday Schoo: 10:006 m.
Worship Services 11 a.m., 7:30p m.
First Assembly Of God
Church School 10.00
WOrshiP Service 11.: 00
First Assembly Of God
Church School 10 00a m
Worship Service 11 00. m
..... -.Church id dimpit-DmisS
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass 8am ,11am 30 p
m. Saturday Mass 6 313 p. m
Christian Science Services
Farmer Ave. and 17th St., Murray,
Ky., Sundays 11:00a.m. Testimony
meeting second Wednesday 8 p.m.
Jehovah's Witnesses
Watchtower 10:30 a. m.
Bible Lecture _ 9:30 a1 m.
Wyman Chapel A.M.E.
Worship Services 11 a.m., /p.m.
St. John's Episcopal
Church School 9:15
Worship Hour 10:30 a.m.
Immanuel Lutheran
Sunday school 9.15 a.m.
Morning Worship 10: 30 •.M.
Seventh Day Adventist
Sabbath School 10:00a.m.











This I. the constant ery of torlay's youth.
By this Mei usually mean that they want
to be free from responsibility. to be um
fettered fr  emotional ties.
There is another Lind of freedom. howeser,
fredom in Christ. When you know Christ. you feel • joyful
releare, a 4urgy of new shells. • feeling that all things are
possible.
The Maki aav. "II here the Szairis uf the Lord is.. .Blare /a
freedom.- lit or. 3:17. Thi.i. the true meaning of freedom.
Christian
First Christian
Worship SerVices 10:43 a m , 7pm
Merray Christie*.









Morning Worship 110.450.1M -
Evening Worship 7:00p.m.
West Murray
Morning Worship 10.50 •.rn.Evening Worship 6:00p m.
Union Grey*
Morning Worship 10 50 a rn..Evening Worship 6 30p m
Seventh I Poplar
Worship Service 10:400M.













Hazel Church of Christ
Bible Study 10:00
A. M. Worship 10:50





Kireery Ceara el CMGS
Sunday SCNOPI 10:00a-re.
11Endieb.





Sunday School 10.00 cm Worship
Service 9 CO am. every other
Sunday
Nara Pleasant Greve




Worship Serviego 11 • nt .9p.m.
Mount "Sesame
Morning Worship 11 00a"




This page made possible by the following supporting firms:
Methodist
Palestine United
Warship Service 11a 111 1St SI/R0111
10 00 a.m. 3rd Sunday Sunday
School /COO a.m. Ind & 4th
Martin's Chapel Unified
Worship Service 9 30 • in
Sunday School 10 )0 ern
60047 Shepherd United
Worship Service 10 00 a m
Sunday School II 00a m
Independence United
Sunday School 10 00a m
Morning Worship 11 00• m
Kirksey United
Morning Worship 11 00 mm
Evening Worship 7 00p m
CeNhvater United
Worship Service 11 00 am 1st &
7nd Sunday 10 CO • m 3rd & Ith
Sunday SCh001 10 00 a m 1st & 1n4.1
Sunday 11 00 am 3rd & 4th
Sunday
Tempi* Hill United
Morning worship 10 00 • m
Sunday School 11 Clea in
First Methodist
Worship I 45110 SCa in
Russells Chapel United
Sunday School 10 CO• in
Morning Worship 11 00 • m
-
04MM. Melhallillit
Worship Service at 11.00 am lit I.
3rd Sundays. 9:30 8 rn 2nd IS 4th
Sundays, Bible Study 6:30 pm
Lynn Greve
Worship Service at 9.30 •.m
3rd Sundays. 11:00 a.m. /rid
Sundays
Cokt's Camp Greund





1st 1 2nd Sundays. 11:00a_en.
15t 1 3rd 1 altt Sunday
Mt. Hebron
Worship Service 10:00 a.m 15t
Sunday-11 CO a.m. 3rd Sunder
Sunday School 11:00 a.M. let
Sunday-10 00 am. 2nd, 3rd. Si 4M
Sunday
kv.
Worship Service10.00 a.m. 2nd
Sunday: 11:130 • m 4th Sunday
Sunday School 10:00 a 1st. 3rd L
Alth Sunday: 11:00 •.m 2nd Sunday
9/syringe Chapel
AMIE Church
Morning Services 10:45a m..
_
Brooks Owe* Yelled
1st & 3rd Sunday 11:30a.M.
Evening 7:00p.m.




1st 1.3n1 Sunday 11:110a.rn
and &at Sunday 9:30 a.n1
evening 6:1111p.m
South Pleasant Grove
Sunday School 10 00 a. m
Morning Worship 11.00 1. m
Evening 7:00 p. en
Storey's Chapel United
Morning Worship 9 45 a. in




IttlenSlirt: reigreirk d a; s -4Ltz.)1 




Plumbing-Heating & Air Conditioning
-Commercial-Residential
Repairs & Installation











YORK Complete Tire Service Cotter
Far  PestentleriTreck 1 Form Tires
ON Colehveter Rd. 731-31M
on )URRAY '
DRIVE





U.S. 441 Nortti 6 a.m.• ill p m Everyday
werids iereest and finest chain of Pancake Heaves.
focally owned and operated.
-ANN US AFTER CHURCH-
"THE rt.emrisui. PLATE PLACE"
IN ., We 47 it e




...$ Residential Service For





We ore rennin, specials Daily. Mon. thru Thurs
Fri., Sat., Sun. -T-Ilone Steak Special
No. 17991 Ext. eel-Call in Orders to 7334411
Murray Livestock Co.
SALE EVERY SATURDAY AT 1 P.M.-PH. 733-5334
Hogs bought daily
Morse Sale Each 3rd Friday Night '









North Irk St 7$3 2271
pril Arnetioen
Cain /A Traces Motor Stiles
p....04...t....4.11.4...
Tee Quality Used Cars
Five Points Phone 7334448
University Gulf Service
Gulf L. D. Workman-Owner
Tires Batteries & Accessories
Open 6 a.m.-11 p.m.-Closed Sunday
121 1 16th St. 753-5702
ro kim
beauty salon 0. 't 4
"For The Woman WhO CareS"
7
Chestnut St 133-3142 • 1413
"BIBLES I
RELIGIOUS, BOOKS" Wallace's. Book Store
Serving Murray State University
Olive Blvd. 7$3-7334
Carroll Tire Service
YOUR UNI-ROYAL TIRE DEALER




.. "WHEN YOU NEED FLOWERS-
;,3,6_iti All s THINK OF OURS"
5 r.ai j. sr.!
... lit ID? 0- ~from.ti w _ 16„. a 917 Coldwater Rd. 753110 .3•
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn, Wheat & Soybeans




403 Maple Phone 753-1713
.•
4' liPs






901 Sycamore Phone 751.7774
Murray Glass Co. Inc.
Commercial-Residential
Original Equipment Auto Glass
753-7117 Night Call 753-0235
1202 Johnson Blvd. Dan Barrow
KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
CONTROL
"Every Day You Delay Lets Byes Have
Their way "
100 So 17th St. 753-3/14
Palace Cafe
Five Points 733-7992





"For Complete Beauty Care"
Specializing in latest Styles
- Precision Hair Cutting
.0.-I_ 1400 Dodsn o As e "SI 67a:
The Christian Book Center
WAYNE & CATHY PeRRIN-OWNERS
-Bibles-Records -Musk .Book s--
-Church StitiptieS-GittS-
PM Chestnut St 753447s
Kenla ke MarinaPhoneJ.W. WILMA/A-MGR
*HOUSE BOAT RENTALS *









Open 99 Mon.-Sat 
753-11777
1-6 Sun. ',hop or ,,,f
Murray Datsun, Inc.
OPEN EVENINGS TIL • 00S 171h St 'Si 
'111y.Mu . Ky
•..r),,t fan,
Acres of free parking
Garrison Motor Sales
407 So 4th 753-6000
Murray, Ky.
KtIlltIlky 'fried ekiektste 
"IT'S FINGER LICK1N' GOOD"
Try Our Delicious Beet and Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at 12th
Call in Orders 753-7101
Peoples Bonk of Murray, Ky.
"THE EXTRAORDINARY BANK"
member FDIC
SOO Main S. 17th 1 Story Chestnut St




Railroad Ave I51 1404
Kentucky Lake Oil Company
JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS
SIMS
Mu • Mayfield
753 1111 I 147 1487
Corvette Lanes Inc.
"BOWLING AT ITS BEST"





Murray. K y Ph. 733-9636





I lowers for all Occasions
, .ise Plants Landscaping
,.......7._____, 
- 771 4th 753 3751 737 9941
i 
...„,ii : gue earid; Restaurant
F AMOUS FISH DINNERS
0i, Hwy 68 at Aurora
{7177,,, 171 770-2
Lynhurst Resort
Col and Mrs. Thomas Brown-Oviners




Rebuilt Engines Radiators Repaired
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
603 Maple St . 733-4434
Taylor Motors, Inc.
i•wisi Kentucky Transportation Center
AsOTO* TRUCKS 4th at poplar 753-1371
i Murray Upholstery Shop
Modernize your furniture with new
44...4., I 
•10101Stery
4̀• ,. / A Complete Car Upholstery Center
I




FREE FICK-UP AND DELIVERY
Open 6,00 a 1V4_ ON,* 12.ei p.m.
South ithi Street-Phone 7134131 i
\
Wayne:Darnell Outboard Marine
Yew Johnsen Motors Dealer
Nommio,
Shakos Tractor I Implament Ca.
... .._:.___L,..._______... ...
MISSEy•FEaGuSON SALES AND SERVICE
industrial Road Phone 151 1715
• .
If Your_ Trouble k of I-0mi_ .. Susie's Cafe-- --




Murray's Most Compiet• Cititiortment Store
Central Shopping Center
Standing, Try Kneeling
---- - - - 3... Vtirvire Party
/ 
Bolts & Boating Supplies
Hwy 91 E 1S7 /774 753 717S•
Lay Nryirzwi In
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Little League Stars Play In Finals Tonight
Murray Edges Mayfield
With Scott Hill's Arm
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Scott Hill has found a, new
way of pitching. He's throwing
from third base.
Oh, he was still on the mound
Thursday night but the hitter
from Mayfield Western's little
League All-Star team surely




at' Murray's 8-7 win Thursday






Hill had a gigantic sweeping
curveball that had the Mayfield
hitters jumping all around the
batter's box. And after his three
innings of work on the mound in
relief, Hill's Murray Little
-.League Teammates were also
jumping. Only they were
jumping with joy as they posted
an 8-7 win Thursday night over
Mayfield to advance to the
Murray Little League', All-Stars
awarded for his outstanding pitching
over Mayfield Western. Hill pit-
struck out eight of the nine men he
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandoti1
BACKING OFF - Eddie Rhodes decides he doesn't like the high and
tight pitches and he backs away from the plate. The Murray Little
League All-Stars will meet Mayfield Eastern in the championship
game of the District Tourney tonight in Paducah.
Howard Boone Leading
At Junior Black Patch
Howard Boone of Murray shot
an even par 71 to tie for the lead
in the ninth annual Junior Black
Patch Golf Tournament
Thursday at Princeton.
Lee Stewart and Lynn
Sullivan, both of Murray, shot
72 and 73 respectively. Gary
Sullivan of Murray shot a 75 to
make up theinine stroke lead for
the team trophy given to the low
four from the same country
club. All the golfers from
Murray ire members of the
Murray Country Club.
Also playing in the tour-
nament - from the Murray
Country Club were Kevin
finals of the District Tour-
nament in Paducah.
When Hill came to the mound,
his team was trailing 7-4 and
there was nobody out in the top
of the fourth. Mayfield had just
socked a homerun and they had
all the momentum going. It
didn't go very far though.
Hill walked the first batter he
faced. He struck out the next
batter for the first out, got the
next man to hit into a forceout
and then fanned the next man to
retire the side.
From that point on, Hill was
King of the Hill. Nobody even
hit a loud foul ball off the gutsy
little Murray hurler. With
- complete confidence in every •
pitch, Hill worked with the
brilliance of an in-the-prime
Bob Gibson.
In the fifth inning, he walked
the first batter he faced. Then
kerbloom went the Mayfield
bats. Kerbloom back to the
dugout for the next man to try
his luck.
Hill fanned the side in the fifth
inning with the greatest of ease,
showing a glimpse of his fast-
ball and then choking the hitters
with the curve.
The roundhouse cruve served
as the knockout punch in the
sixth inning for Hill. The first
--414iiwteeix...two,her‘autine_F4W61.-:
didn't connect. Hill caught him
looking at a third strike with
another big curve.
Gaining more confidence with
every pitch, Hill turned, loose
against the last two hitters and
Smoked them. The final two
men were both called out on
strikes and that ended the
game.
Mayfield- had scored
times in the first inning as
Murray and starter Donnie
Thompson got off to a shaky
start. Murray made two errors
in the inning and allowed
Mayfield to score three times.
But in the bottom of the first,
McIntosh who shot an 88 and
Trent Jones who fired an 89. All
were members of the Murray
High golf team, which won the
Regional Tournament last
spring.
The Princeton Junior Black
Patch is the most prestigous
junior tourney is this area.
Entries are received from
many outstanding Louisville
golfers and some of the best
golfers in this part of the
country.
The final 18 holes will be
played today on the 6,085-yard
course as the Princeton Golf
and Country Club.
00
Opts 7 atn. Must be 111 years old
Have Proof In Yo jr Po( ket
This Thursdal Friday L Saturday Nite
"Inamaiik"
1-
4444 h.nk fromislemLYstrk City, Rock Group
Friday Nite-DraftBeer Special- 25
Let's Chop-Chop Down To Ray's lounge
Kim Wilson got everything
started in the top of the fifth as
the drilled a long a long solo
shot into rightcenter. That
brought the Murray dugout to
life and took a little life out of
Mayfield. •
Eddie Requarth grounded out
to third for the first out of the
frame -before Santagado
ddubled. Kendall bounced a
roller to third and he was
thrown out for the second out of
the inning. Joel Klein came
through with a. clutch RBI
double to pull Murray within a
run at 7-6 as Santagado trotted
across the plate.
Murray bounced right back
with four and took a 4-3 lead.
Darwin Bumphis ripped a
single to open the game for
Murray and Kim Wilson
followed by reaching on an
error. WilsorFwas forced at
second when Eddie Requarth
reached on a fielder's choice.
Centerfielder Robert San-
tagado wasted little time in
getting Murray on runs.
And up to the plate trotted
Kem Kendall. In two trips to the
plate Tuesday in Murray's 13-6
win over Fulton, Kendall
slammed two homeruns. And
guess what team didn't in-
tentionally walk Kendall.
Mayfield. — -
Kendall unloaded again, a
level swing of the bat and an
urilevel flight of the ball far over
the fence in leftcenter and
Murray led 4-3.
Mayfield bounced back with
three in the second as Thomp-
son gave up a three-run
homerun to Wirnan. In the top of
the fifth, Babb socked a solo
homer and Thompson left and
Hill took over on the mound.
Trailing 7-4 in the bottom of
the fifth, the Murray Little
Leapers trotted to the dugout.
It was a while before they
The tying run scored when
Hill bounced one that skipped
past the second baseman for an
error and Klein crossed to knot
the game at 7-7. Then up came
Mayfield to beat Mayfield.
not a misprint'-
Mayfield beat Mayfield.
Randy Mayfield of Murray
tagged a pitch into rightcenter
for a double to drive in the tie-
breaking run and leave Murray
with an 8-7 lead.
And with Hill on the mound
doing his thing, Mayfield's
little Leaguers couldn't do a
thing.
Hill hurled three innings of
shutout and hitless ball. He
whiLied eight batters and gave
up just two walks in gaining
credit for the win.
Murray banged out nine hits
in the contest while Mayfield
Western had just three. San-
tagado and Kendall each had
two hits for Murray while
Bumphis, Wilson, Mark
Overbey, Klein and Mayfield all
hit safely.
Murray will be playing
Mayfield Eastern tonight at 7 p.
m. for the.. District Cham-
pionship at the Paducah Little
League Field which is located at
the corner of Third and
Harrison.
trotted back out
to the finals by ripping the
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PORTS
Reds Finally Lose Game And
Rose Says Dodgers Have Shot
By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
"If we. play like we did
tonight," Cincinnati's Pete
Rose observed, "the Dodgers
have a great chance."
Fat chance.
What the Cincinnati Reds did
Thursday night was quite un-
usual, though. They lost a
game. Not only that, but they
didn't score a run.
MoritreaT—M.
Mangual and Pete Mackanin
hit homers while Steve Rogers
and Dale Murray baffled the
Phils And Orioles
Win League Games
The Phils and Orioles
grabbed wins in Pony League
contests played Thursday.
Kenneth McCuiston scattered
seven hits and worked the
distance on the hill for the Phils
in the opener as they turned
back the Mets a-1.
Bill Wilson had two hits in the
contest for the Phils while
McCuiston. Danny Rogers,
Ricky Garland, Don Rogers,
Robert Herndon, Greg Dowdy,
Cary McClure and Mark
Herndon added hits for the
Winners.
For the Mets, Mickey Spann
had\ two hits while Randy
Garland, Danny Potts, Bradley
Wells, Greg Garfield and Kenny
Bogard hit safely.
The second contest found
Terry Gibson firing a rio-hitter
as the Orioles clubbed the In-
dians 14-2.
Both runs of Gibson were
unearned. He- fanned 13 men
and walked four. ••
Brad Taylor carried the big
club for the Orioles as he had
foul* hits. Robert Whitmer had
three hits while Gibson and
David Mathis each had two.
Also hitting safelf were Dean
Ch/rry and Kelly Whit.[
Reds on seven hits in the
Expos' 3-0 victory, waiving
Cincinnati's 10-game winning
streak.
So now the Reds have won
ONLY 19 of their last 22 games
and 41 of their last 51.
Everybody should have such
worries.
The Los Angeles Dodgers
have plenty of them. With a
chance to out at least a nick in
the Reds' mammoth 121,2-game
lead in the National League
West, they blew it, losing 5-2 to
Pittsburgh, which retained its
612-game edge over Phila-
delphia in the East. The
Phillies beat Houston 6-5 in 11
innings. New York defeated At-
lanta 4-3, St. Louis nosed out
San Francisco 1-0 and Chicago
edged San Diego 6-5 in the rest
of the league.
Rogers checked the blistering
Reds on five hits and struck out
seven before leaving the game
with a blister on his pitching
hand. Jack Billingham gave up
only six hits in six innings —
but two of them were the
homers by Mangual leading off
the bottom of the first and by
Mackanin with 'one out in he
fifth.
Pirates 5, Dodgers 2
Dave Parker's two home runs
and Willie Stargell's solo sIlot,
all off Andy Messersmith, gave
Pittsburgh its sixth victory in
the last seven games.
Phillies 6, Aitros 5
Larry Bowa's alert base-run-
ning that forced Houston into
an untimely error carried the
Phillies past the Astros.•
He singled in the 11th inning,
then moved to second on Jay
t Johnstone's sacrifice bunt .
and kept on moving to third on
1b lay. Secondlassulan Lar-
ry Mitbourne, covering first at
the moment, threw wildly past
third and the Rowa steamed
home. with the winning run.
Mets 4, Braves 3
The Mets, trailing 3-0, tied
things up in a hurry in the
sixth inning when Ed Krane-
pool singled and Rusty Staub
homered off Phil Niekro — and,
on the next pitch, Dave King-
man also homered. Then Joe
Torre's eighth-inning homer off
Tom House beat the Braves.
Cards 1, Giants 0
_SL Louis' Ted_Sinuil0II..ellSkd
a scoreless battle with a two-
out double in the ninth inning to
beat the Giants. Jim Barr, who
had shut out the Cardinals in
his two previous starts against
them, gave up Lou Brock's
single before Simmons lined his
double to left.
Cubs 6, Padres 5
Manny Trill° drove in three
runs and the Cubs fought back
a late San Diego charge to beat
the Padres. Rick Monday's
homer highlighted a tworun
Chicago second inning, Randy
Hundley hit a two-run homer
for the Padres in the bottom of
the second and Trillo's two-run
single climaxea a three-run
third for the Cubs.
lb EP
ONE MORE SCOTTY—Eddie Requortie hoods the boll over to Money Wrier Scott Hill as the infield
gathers round after the second out in the last inning. Hill struck out three men in the inning to wrap up the
win. From left to right are Kern Kendall, Kim Wilson, Eddie Requorth, Scott Hill ard Randy Mayfield.
(Staff Plotsis by Mike Brandon)
Murray Colt Leaguers
Fall To Marshall 6-4
The Murray Colt League All-
Stars dropped their opening
game in District Tournament
play Thursday night at Brooks
Stadium in Paducah as they fell
6-4 to Marshall County.
The tourney is a double
elimination type and this
Murray is still in competition.
In the other contest played
Thursday, Mayfield clipped
.....Partuepah.2.-6. Murray will-play
Paducah tonight at 6 p. m. with
the loser being eliminated from
'the tourney play.
I3ob Thurman started on the
hill for Murray and went five
and one-third innings before
finally being lifted. He gave up
six runs, only two of which were
earned as the Murray defense
committed six bi‘errors.
Joe Graves came-on in-relief
to retire the final two batters in
the Marshall County sixth.
Trailing 3-0 going into the top
of the third inning, Murray
began a rally. Brett Harcourt
led off with a walk and Kevin
Shahan doubled to put runners
on at second and third.
On a controversial play,
Thurman hit a grounder toward
short and the umpire ruled
- Shahan interfered- with-- ins
fielder. Shahan was called out
and an argument broke loose.
But the decision - stood and
Murray had one out and two on.
Donnie Winchester followed
by smacking a single that
scored Harcourt and Keith
Tabers followed that with a
sacrifice fly to produce the
second -run of the frame:-
Oaks Invitational To
Be Held This Weekend
The Oaks Country Club Will 12:10 - Joe Emerson, Jerry Hopkins,
hold the annual Oaks In 
sulc2k. Boggess, BillGibson
mon, Larry Robinson.
swkiennnde. r - -was Dick-Orr. 0,. H. H
vitatiralt yethairs' 
Wee 
12 50 - Norman Hood, Bobby Fike, AJLa 
Jimmy Musgrow of Paducah.
Musgrow is in the service and
will not be back to defend his
title. There are some out-
standing golfers in the field,
including Wally Young who won
the tourney twice consecutively
before being knocked out last
year.
There will be six flights.
Golfers will leave the tee the
-same time each day and
Saturday's leaders will tee off
last on Sunday.
Pairings and tee times are as
follows:
N. I T.
8 : 00 - Jerry Caldwell, Eddie Clees
Charles Clay, Jimmy Lamb.
9- 10 - Mark Blankenship, Glyn Gordon,
Rick Jones, Greg Hite.
9:20 - Thomas Jones, James Parker, I..
D. Miller. Ford Greer.
9:40 - Bob Dunn, Mike Holton, Hugh
Wright, Ft. B. Morgan.
9:50 - Mitchell Story, Greg Story, Kevin
D'Angelo, Yancey Watkins.
10:00 -- Jere Stripling. (had Stewart,
Bob Burke, Graves Morris.
12:00 - Lee Stewart, David
Buckingham. Wally Young, Sonny Gibson.
STANDINGS
1'00 - Dale Nance, Ken Humphreys,
Nicky Ryan, Jim White.
1 : 10 - Tommy Hamlin, Charles Hamlin,
Rudell Parks, George Gallagher
1 20- Vernon C,ohoon, Rob Miller, Pert
Coleman, Jerry Tollison.
1:30 -- Carl Ford, Don Cothran, Purdom
Lovett, Bill Bogard.
140 - Max Walker, Charles C-aldwell,
Mil. Mayo, Sam Spiceland.
1:50 - Jimmy Don Peck, Ed O'Dell.
Barry Travis, Ken Barrett.
200 - John Childress. Paul Henderson.
Cloys Henderson, Bob Giles.
210 - Jerry Key, Bob Lamastus. Joe
Herman.
N. Tos
8:00 - Monty Newcombe, Mickey Sirts.
Cary Creason, Mitch Harper.
8.30- Claudie Hoagland, Merton Wolfe,
Macon Hutchins, Jerry R. English.
8:40 - Tom Burt, Clayton Hargrove.
9:20 - Lee Hook, Buddy Light, Jerry
Upton, Don Darnell.
9:30 - Gene Landoll, Jerry' Jones, John
McCage. Virgil Harris.
9:40 - Gayle McGregor, Carl Harsun,
Joe Warren, Wilburn Sirls.
9:50 - Larry Wort, Phil Walter, Bill Bir-
ch, Larry Mullins.
10:00 Jack Bradley, Dick Brown, Jim
Day, Robert Day.
12:00 - Terry Duncan. Bruce Hobbs.
Chuck Mitchell, Joe L. Ripley.
12:10 - Bill Hale, Bob Brown. Steve
Barger, Lennie Lancaster
12:20 - Doug Willoughby, Bobby Hall,
Hugh Nickell, William Boatwright.
1230 - J. P. Parker, Cliff Cowan, Dick
Harvey.
1.00 - Roy Cothran, Homei'' Brawch,
Greg Howard, Bill Laird.
110 -- Billy Crouse. Billy Brandon, Ted
By The Associated Press L.awson, Junior Garrison








Oaklartd 56 32 .636 -
Kansas City 47 42 .528 9'2
Chicago 41 46 .471 14' 2
Texas 42 49 .462 15' 2
California 41 51 .446 17
Minnesota 39 49 .443 17
Thursday's Results
California 6, Milwaukee 1
Chicago 4-1, Detroit 0-9
Baltimore 6, Minnesota 3, 12
innings..
Boston 8, Kansas City 3
Oakland 6, Cleveland 34exas 7, New York 2
Friday's Games
Minnesota (Goltz 1 6) at Bal
timore (Cuellar 76), (n)
Kansas City (Leonard 551 at
Boston (Lee 106), (n)
Oakland (Bahnsen 5.8) at
Cleveland (Bibby 49). (n)
Reds Defeat Cubs
waukee (Slatoh 8 8), (n)
California (Ryan 10-9) at.Mil
Detroit (Ruhte 8-5) at Chi
In Kentucky Play cago (Kaat 1361, (n)
New York (Hunter 12 81 at
Brad Lyons' worked the
Texas (G Perry 714),
distance and gave up just two 
National League
East




Reds bombed the Cubs 16-6 in Pittsburgh
Kentucky League play Thur- PNhilPh17Ork
sday St. Louis
Montreal 36 48The game was called after 
Chicago 43 48
fOur innings because of the 10- West
ran rule: , Cincinigati'
61 30, \.,
Dean Hodges paced the Reds 
Los Angeles 49 43
s he belted three hits while 5an Diego 41 SO
S Francisco 41 48
1.yoniaided his own cause with Atlanta 
39 50
Houston 33 60
a pair. Also hitting safely were
Keith Houston, Chuck Garrison,_
Melrie Kelly and Stewart
Alexander.
For the Cubs, Diana Duncan















Philadelphia 6, ,Houston 5, 11
.71MYRIOS
'Montreal 3, Cincinnati 0
New York 4, Atlanta 3
Chicago 6, San. Diego 5
Pittsburgh 5, Los Angeles 2'
' St Liduis 1, San Francisco 0
GB
-1"114
1730 - Robert Sell, Gene Sheeler, Jim
W L Pct. GB Wilson, Terry Henderson
51 37 .580 — 1:40 - Don Frizaell, Pal Howard, Jerry
45 42 .517 Si
46 43 .517 51. 2 
Austin, Ted Kinsey.
1:50 - Larry Hamrn. Danny Hamm,
42 4-4 .488 8 Craig Parker, Ronnie Danner
40 47 .460 10' 2 200- Greg Glover, Ken Albritton, Alan
40 48 .455 11 Smith, Mike Morgan
2 10 - Stanley Boyd. Charles Bailey.
Leon Hall, Jerry Stephenson
In the top of the fourth,
Murray tied the game at 3-3 as
Kenny Adams walked and later
scored when Shahan reached on
an error.
Marshall County wrapped up
the win in the sixth. A two-run
single, following a hit batsrnan
and another single, was the key
blow. There was another RBI
single in the inning.
-Murray- oildeti.4i arm the
seventh as Larry Watkins, who
had a single, later scored when
Winchester had an RBI fielder's
choice.
Shahan, Thurman, Win-
chester and Watkins had the





























002 100 1 4-4-6
210 003 x 6-5-3
ON ALL-STAR TEAM
Terry Vance, who was not
pictured in the Colt Lettfue All-
Star Tehm picture Wednesday,
is on the team. His name was

























Mothers Do You 
J
Need Relief
Ii Send Your Children to
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Hendricks Gave It His Best
Shot And Followed With Trot
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Ellie Hendricks gave it his
best shot — then gave it his
best trot.
Baltimore's unlikely hero hit
a rare game-winning home run
Thursday night, then celebrated
with a hand-clapping romp
around the bases.
"I don't know if I got all of
the ball, but I got enough,"
said the jubilant Hendricks
after his three-run blast in the
12th inning led the Orioles to a
6-3 victory over the Minnesota
Twins.
Hendricks, a .176 hitter for
the Orioles the last three years,
was as surprised as anyone
that the ball went out.
"I figured I hit it too high
and I was mad because I didn't
hit it better," said Hendricks.
Before Hendricks smashed
Bill Campbell's 1-1 pitch into
the rigTIttieTd seats, the pitcher
had a conference with third
baseman Eric Soderholm. This
To Become Steward
CLEVELAND ( AP) — Eric
Blind will become the state
steward at Thistledown Race-
track on Sunday beginning with
the 50-day Randall Meeting.
Braves Beat Astros
In Park League Play
In a Park League game
played Thursday night, the
Braves defeated the Astrus 14-9.
"The Astros hadinst three hits
as Todd Contri went the
distance on the mound for the
Braves..
Collins, Travis and Moore had
the base raps for the Astros.
For the Braves, Seaford and
Contri had three hits apiece
while Kendall and Kelly each
had two. Also hitting safely
Were Newsome, Morton,
Puckett and Cochran.
Collins, the first baseman for
the Astros, had a doubleplay in
the contest. He caught a fly ball
and stepped on the bag, for the 
twinkilling.
The second contest was
between the Twins and Reds
and it was not finished. It will be




JUNE 27 - SEPT. 1
9 RACES DAILY!
Mon. thru Sat.
41 at Twin f3eidoes Between
Evansville, Ind.
& Henderson, Ky.
POST TIME 2 PM / DST
Air Conditioned Club House
Cell tor Reservations 424-1456
Operated by DADE PARK
JOCKEY CLUB, INC.
Angels 6, Brewers 1
Dave Chalk's two-run homer
capped a three-run sixth inning
and Morris Nettles singled
Designated hitter Cecil Coop-
er hit a home run, triple and
double and drove in four runs,
leading Boston over Kansas
City. The victory was the
eighth straight for the Red Sox
and improved their lead in the
American League West to
games over both the Milwaukee
Brewers and New York Yan-
kees.
A's 6, Indians 3
A double by Billy Williams
and singles by Joe Ruth, Gene
Tenace and Sal Bando scored
three third-inning runs that
helped Oakland stop Cleveland.
Rangers 7, Yankees 2
Ferguson Jenkins pitched a
three-hitter and Jeff Burroighs
drove in three runs to lead
Texas over New York.
ANOTHER NIT—Darwin ihosphis of the Harm Little league
stars swings away and raps a hit in Murray's win over Mayfield
Western. Bumphis has three hits in the two contests thus for.
Kuhn Reinstated In Close Vote
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
MILWAUKEE (AP) — The
home two more in the seventh, February 1969.
leading California over Mil- The quirk was the rule that
waukee. Ed Figueroa, 8-5, requires the commissioner to
checked the Brewers on four have a minimum of nine votes
hits athe Angels snapped a _in carArupguf_Kunn_nad„that,...7-#.14-
five-game losing Streak.
White Sox 4-1 Tigers 0-9
Wilbur Wood pitched a two-
hitter for his second straight
sAbtout as Chicago beat Detroit
in the first game of their twin-
ight doubleheader.
Aurelio Rodriguez drove., in
four runs with a bases-loaded
him when the matter came up
at the AL meeting a day ear-
lier.
When it learned of the AL
sentiment, the NL owners
asked if the Americans would
reconsider the matter and vote
again. The request was refused.
The AL indicated its mind was
made up. The owners would,
however, agree to table the
matter since no decision really
had to be made until next Feb-
ruary, six months before the
expiration of Kuhn's first term.
But Kuhn wouldn't sit still for
that. The commissioner said he
would have resigned had the
owners moved in that direction.
But for a time, it seemed that
tabling the question would be
the only way Kuhn's supporters




Jury Looms At Trial
By GERRY NELSON
Associated Press Writer
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — A
jury weighing the fate of Bos-
ton Bruins hockey player David
Forbes failed to reach a verdict
in more than seven hours of de-
liberations Thursday, raising
the possibility of a hung jury
and a second trial.
Jurors were to resume delib-
erations at 8:30 a.m., CDT.
Forbes, 26, is charged with
aggravated assault as the re-
sult of an attack on the Min-
nesota North Stars' Henry
I3oucha last Jan. 4.
The trial, moving into its
ninth day today, has made
sports history in the United
States because Forbes is the
first pro athlete to face crimi-
nal charges for actions in /*-
sports contest.
Jurors began their considera-
tion of the case Thursday after-
noon after final summations
from attorneys and instructions
on Minnesota law from Judge
Rolf Fosseen.
Defense attorney Ron Mesh-
besher told jurors it was a
"home town" prosecution,
brought because it was a Min-
nesota player who was injured.
I submit to you that had this
man been wearing a different
colored uniform that night, he
would not be sitting behind the
counsel table and undergoing
the agony of a trial," Meshbe-
sher said.
The prosecutor, Hennepin
County Atty. Gary Flakne, ar-
gued that the incident was not
one of the usual fights that are
part of hockey.
"It was not a fight. On the
contrary, it was an unprovoked
attack by one person on anoth-
er," Flakne said,
"This was an assault. It was
not a fight ... a crime is a
crime no matter where it oc-
curs."
The jury returned at midaft-
ernoon for a second reading of
—1We law on assault, but there
was no explanation. Under Min-
nesota law, jurors could find
Forbes innocent, guilty of ag-
gravated assault or guilty of
simple assault.
The more serious charge
would require a finding that
Forbes had used his stick as a
"dangerous weapon." Con-
viction carries a penalty of up
to five years in prison and a
$5,000 fine. A simple assault is
1, a miderneanor, punishable by
up to 90 days in jail and a $300
fine.
There was no indication of
how the jury was split, but the
length of the deliberations was
a surprise to many court ob-
servors. If the case ends in a
hung jury — meaning no unani-
mous agreement — there could
be a second trial.
Boat Races To Be
At Blue Springs
Boat races will be held Friday
and Saturday at the Blue
Springs Bay on Lake Barkley.
Bass boat racing will begin at
1 p. m. Saturday while V-bottom
and tunnel tkiat racing will start -
at 1 p. m. Sunday,: 
The racing is free to the
public and is being sponsored by
the Cadiz Rotary Club.
Acquire Brewer
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
California Angels have ac-
quired veteran relief pitcher
Jim Brewer from the Los Ange-
les Dodgers for minor league
pitcher Dave Sells in a waiver
deal.
surprised Hendricks, too.
He turned to catcher Glenn
Borgmann at the time and
quipped:
"Would you tell j'soup' Camp-
bell to look at my average.
They're not getting me out on
trick pitches. Everybody just
throws it down the middle, and
I take it from there."
In the other American
League games, the California
Angels beat the Milwaukee
Brewers 6-1; the Chicago White
Sox blanked the Detroit Tigers
4-0 in the first game of a dou-
bleheader before losing the sec-
ond 9-1; the Boston Red Sox
beat the Kansas City Royals 8-
3; the Oakland A's trimmed the
Cleveland Indians 6-3 and the
Texas Rangers turned back the
New York Yankees 7-2.
Hendricks' game-winning hit
came with two out in the 12th,
making it all the more dramat-
ic.
With one away, Bobby Grich
drew a walk from Campbell,
25, and Tommy Davis singled. vote was 22-2, but it was the
After Doug DeCinces popped closest 22-2 vote you'll ever see.
out, Hendricks planted his By virtue of baseball's some-
fourth homer of the year into times-mysterious by-laws, Bow-
the right field seats. ie Kuhn came perilously close
to being ousted as commis-
sioner Thursday even though a
vast majority of the owners
were satisfied with the job he
has done since taking office in
and more in the National
League where his support was
led by influential Walter
O'Malley of the Los Angeles'
Dodgers. But he had only eight
votes in the American, one
short of the number he needed,
for re-election.
Besides Oakland and 13alti-
single and a two-run double to more, outspoken opponents of
lead Detroit to victory in the the commissioner, the New
second game. York Yankees and Texas
Red Sox 8, Royals 3 Rangers also had voted against
Murray Legion Edges
Past Union City 3-1
The Murray American Legion
team moved a step closer to the
.500 mark Thursday night in
Holland Stadium as Greg Cruse
and Tony Thurmond combined
to hurl the hosts to a 3-1 victory
over Union City.
Thurmond worked the first
five innings and gave up just
one hit. He fanned seven and
walked four.
That was the only hit the
visitors got. Cruse worked the
last four innings and gave up an
unearned run without a hit. He
fanned eight and walked four.
Union City took the lead in the
top of the sixth as a walk and a
fielder's choice grounder
produced the tally.
Murray got all the runs they
needed with one swing of the bat
in the seventh.




LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
Bo McDougal started the
inning with a leadoff double and
Lindy Suiter folIcAved with a
single. Craig Dowdy unloaded
on a pitch and sent it into the
bleachers in leftcenter for a
three-run homer and the final
score of 3-1 was on the board.
Murray had 10 hits in the
contest. McDougal and Suiter
each had three while Dowdy,
Cruse, Stan Walton and Steve
Winchester had one hit apiece.
Murray was to have played
Greenville here Saturday and
then play at Greenville Sunday.
Those games have been called
off.
However, Murray will be
playing at home Saturday as
Union City visits Holland



















































.1.1,11.,COLA." 0•PICPS.,•• AND ..TIVIIT-anukv• AIM ORIGISTUlt0 TIIA0 CC  0, P11010Ce. 0.0•
•
ak.
Six 32-ounce reseatable/returnable bottles that
give you big ounce for ounce savings.
The 6-Quart 6•Pak
Pepsi Cola's biggest carton
gives you Pepsi Cola's biggest
savings. Six 32-ounce bottles
of great tasting Pepsi-Cola at
remarkable ounce for ounce
savings. Six returnable quarts
with reseal caps in one totable
carton that give you the say•
ings only quantity buying can
And the carry-back carton is
the perfect way to return your
empties for a refund. Enjoy the
double value of the 6-Quart
6-Pak . the quality taste of
Pepsi Cola at quantity savings
5011110 BY PADUCAH 1101 FONG CO. PADUCAH, k UNIOFR APP(W4TMIMI FROM PepsiCo.. INCA Purthaw ".4
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8:00 - Channel 3 - "Irma
la Douce", a comedy
starring Jack Lemmon and
Shirley MacLaine. Runs 2
Movies On TV
hrs. 45 min.
8:00 - Channel 6 -
"Solomon and Sheba" Yul
Brynner and Gina
Lollobrigida star in this














aN AN EFFORT TO CREATE
. UNgt.g.16•42,114Ca AktiCasia-Itif•
'PEOPLE or-ME-Wain EY, -re
BIG BLVE MARBLE HAS
Cita.ofzEN 6i4AE THEIR
ExPERIENCES ‘4.1rrN4.HILOREN
Ft200..4 OTHER •JA-noss. ON
OWE PRoGRAM, A „704.4-AiCANi
yOvTu 6row5. A NORTH
ANERILA4 CHILD itoiM TO
WS/ 2AG6Ai mu54C-110)4$1.E
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• Al ages Babies, children
and adults
• One sitting per subject
• Additional subjects -GroupS or
individuals in same family-
$100 per sub ect
• No proofs -C"icose from fir
'shed professional portraits
(poses-our selection)
• You may select additional
portraits offered at low prices
• Guaranteed to give complete




TUIS WED THUR FRI SAI
15, 16, 17 18, 19
PHOTOGRAPHER ON DUTY: Deily 1011\10-0 PM














































































11:00 - Channel 6 - "To
Die in Paris," a drama set
in France during World
War II. Stars Louis Jour-
dan.
12:00 - Channel 29- "The





7:00 - Channel 29 -"The
Drifter", a drama in which
two brothers become in-
volved in a feud. Runs 60
min.
7:30 - Channel 3 - "The
Beguiled". A Civil War
drama in which Clint
Eastwood is portrayed as a
Union Corporal. guns 2 hrs.
10:15 - Channel 3 - "The
Happy Road", a comedy of
runaway kids who lead
their parents and police on
a Merry chase. Runs 2 hrs.
10:30 - Channel 6 -
"Journey to the-Far Side ii
the Sun". In this science
fiction tale, two astronauts
experience funny hap-




10:30 - Channel 12 -
."Sandcastles", the drama
_9(4 concert violinist and a
hitchhiker. Runs 90 min.
11:05 - Channel 29 -
"Orders Are Orders".
Peter Sellars plays a small




7:30 - Channel 3 - "Let's
Switch", a television movie
of the chaos which follows
when a women's magazine
editor and a suburban
housewife switch roles
Runs 90 min.
7:30 - Channel 6 - "The
Last Survivors", a drama
based on the true story of
the sinking of a ship in a
typhoon. Runs 90 mm.
10:30-Channel 12- "The
Reckoning", the portrait of
an ambitious heel. Filmed
in London and Liverpool.
11:95 - Channel 29 -
"Never Wave at a WAC", a
comedy of a Washington
hostess, played by Rosaline
Russell, who joins the
Army.
crime drama centering on
the heist of a Geneva bank.
Runs 1 hr. 45 min.
11:05 - Channel 29 -
"Sally in Our Alley",
Gracie Fields stars in this




8:00 - Channel 6 - "The
Greatest Gift", a drama
starring Glenn Ford as a
minister in a small
southern town. Runs 2 hrs.
8:00 - Channel 12 -
"Who's Afraid Of Vii-ginia
Woolf?" a drama of marital
warfare, starring Elizabeth
Taylor and Richard Burton.
Runs 2 hrs. 45 min.
11:05 - Channel 29- "Life
in Emergency Ward 10". A
young boy with a heart
condition is starred in this
drama.
11:15 - Channel 12 - "A
Great American Tragedy",
irdttiMA In -vihrcli a' high-
salaried aerospace
engineer is laid off from his
job. Runs 90 min.
FRIDAY NIGHT
MOVIES
7:00 - Channel 3 -
"Trapped Beneath the
Sea", the story of efforts to
rescue men trapped in a
submarine. Runs 2 hrs.
7:00 - Channel 6 - "John
O'Hara's Gibbsville", an
adaptation of the author's
semi-autobiographical
stories. Runs 90 min.
7:00-=-Channe1 12 -
de-Lance", a suspense
story of a research sub-
marine which becomes
itynnobilized on the ocean




7:30 - Channel 3
"Unwed Father", the story
of a teenager's battle to get
custody of his baby. Runs 90
min . •
10:30 - Channel 3 -
"Killer Bees", a drama
starring Gloria Swanson as
a firm-handed matriarch.
Runs 90 min.
10:30 - Channel 12 -







5:30-Options: Women in Movies













(every day of week)
6:00-Sensing the News
6: 10-K y Farm -Bureau
SUN. JULY 20
8:00-Changed Lives with Ben
Haden
8:30-Clear Creek Country










-- • Coffman, truttnael-- -
530-Voices in Ithe ;Mind
MON. JULY 21
8;00-Morning Air (M F
11 noon: -Masterworks Hour (M
SPORTS
SCHEDULE
TV GUIDE SATURDAY EVENING, JULY 19, 1975 SCHEDULE
WPSD-6
......-:--• ..............4
6 30 Atop Fence
7.00 Addams7 30 chopper
8 03 Emergency
8• 30 Run Joe
9 CO Lend Lost
9 30 Sigmund
10 00 P. panther
10 30 Star Trek
11 30 GO112 00 speaking




























































































































































1:15 P.M. - Channel 6 -
Baseball: Brewers vs
White Sox •
3:00 P.M. - Channel 3 --
Women's Golf: U.S.
Women's Open
3:30 P.M -Channel 12 --
Sports Spectacular: Horse
race; track meet
4:00 P.M. - Channel 3 --
Wide World of Sports:
Championship boxing
6:00 P.M. - Channel 29 --
Wrestling
SUNDAY SPORTS
2:45 P.M. - Channel 6 --
Baseball: Cardinals vs.
Padres
3:30 P.M. - Channel 3 -
Women's Golf: U.S
Women's Open
3: 30 P.M. - Channel 12 --
Pro Tennis: Dick Stockton
vs. Jeff Borowiek
MONDAY SPORTS
7:15 P.M. - Channel 6 --
Baseball: A's vs. Orioles
91.3
TV GUIDE SUNDAY EVENING, JULY 20, 1975 SCHEDULE
• 
WPSD-45 KFVS-1 2 WSIt.-3 WDXR-29 WNGE-2 WLAC-5 WSM-4
7 03 Answer
.....
6:00 C. Clossup 7:00 Story 8:00 Music Train 6:30 Bapt. Ch. 6:00 Summer Sent. 7:20 Farm
7:30 Gospel 6:30 News 7:30 Discovery 8:30 Young/Heart 7:00 Worship 7:00 Your Church 7: 3:1 G0IP• Hr.
8:30 Devotion 7:00 Dimension 8:00J. Robison 9:00 Blue Ridge 7:30 J. Sweggert 7:30 Jubilee 8:30 Discovery
9- 15 Hamilton 7:30 Herold 8:300. Roberts 9:30 Movie,: 8:00 Amazing Grace 8:00 C. Tipton 9:00 Herald
10ICO Changed 8:00 Archie 900 Goo,. Hr. 11:00 Church 8:30 3 Stooges 8:30 J. Robison 9:30 Dimensions
1030 Gosp. Hr. 8:30 Bailey 10:00 Goober 12:00 J. Dean 9:30 R. Humberd 9:00 Good News 10:00 Worship
11:00 Accent 9:00 Rev. Fires 10:30 Make Wish 12:30 Amu. Grace 10:30 Bapt. Ch. 9:300. Roberts 10:30 It's Wrltten
11:30 Meet Press 9:30 M. Eftron 11:00 Korg 1:00 Modes 11:30 News Conf. 10.03 Tony & Sullen 11:00 Urban Lev.
12:00 Sen. Percy 10:00 Camera 3 11:30 Am. Outdoor 1.30 Medix I 12:00 Soul City 10:30 Face Nation 11:30 Meet/Press
12:15 Kiplinger 10:30 Face Nation 12:00 Agriculture 2:00 FriencleMen 12:30 Fishing 11:00 Faith Today 12:00 Sports
12:30 V. Ward 11:00 Lamp Feet 12:30 Issues 2:30 Movie I 1:00 Patsy Avverds 11:30 hewn
100 Sports
1:00 Movie ...___ 1.1:30 This Life 1:00 Story 4:0012 High 1:30 Sportsman 12:00 Lone Rsroer
1:30 Tennis
2:30 Baseboll 12:00 Film 1:30 Matinee 5:00 Water World 2:00 Braves 1:00 Movie
4:30 TBA
530 News 12:30 Debates 3:00 Decision 5:30 Pol. Surg. 4:30 Movie 3008. Dance
5:00 Retrossoc,
6:00 News Beat 1:30 Matinee 3:30 Golf 8:00 Angler 6006 Mil. S Man 3:30 Tennis
5:30 News




3:30 Tonnes 5:30 Lassie 7:00 Movie
Mai.
9:30 C. Camera 5 00 : News
10:00 Sports
6:30 Football
7:00 Sky Writers9:30 C. Camera 43O Film 6:0D Wild King. 8:00 Adams 6:00 News 7:30 Mannix10:00 News Best 4:46 Film 6:30 6 Mil. S Man 9:05 PTL Club 10:30 Mission Imp. 630 joeviDed
1030 Movie
..
5:00 E. Sevareid 7:30 Movie 11:30 Issues 7:30 Kojak
8:3060 Min.









8:30 60 Minutes . 10 Movie
9:30 B. Goldsboro .
10:00 News
10:30 Sports.. . ._ .
-
-- -.........„ ; . ' - -t---
'
---*----- ..:'1"71-"•r•--•  ' --"---,.:- .•-•---" '•
DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY Daytime Schedule Does Not Change
WPSD-6 KFVS-12 WSIL-3 WDXR-29 WNGE-2 WLAC-5 WSM-4.
6:65 Pastor Sok.. &CIO Sunrise 7:00 A".M. Americo 1:45 Fashions 6:30 R. Ferrell 6:15 C. Journet 6:00 R. Emery 1
7:00 Today 6:30 Bnask. Show 9:003. LaLanne 1:56 News 7:00 Bozo Show 5:30 C. Tipton 7:00 Today Sh.
9:00 Romper Rm. 7:00 News 9:30 Zoo Revue 2:00 Reed Ferrell 8:00 New Zoo 6:00 News 7:25 Scene Today




7:30 Today Sh. - _4
19:30 Fortune 9400 Joker's Wild -.. 10:30 Brody /: 30 Gall. Gosinint Movits borincia- 8:25 Scene Today
t0:00 Hiloh Ronan 930 Gambit ---- 11:00 Paieworek7--3:00 Lucy • 40'40 it Peye----...- -- 42t00 Coot Kano.----$3,20Tocire
10.30 Ho). Squares 10:00 Now You See 11:30 Split 641F- 3:30 uncle Briggs 11:00 Posavoiti 9:00 Joker's Wild 9:00 Name Tune
11:00 Jackpot 10:30 Love of Life 12:00 All Child. 4:30 Batmen 11:30 Split Second 9:30 Gambit 9:30 Winning Strk.
11:30 Blank Check 10:55 News 12:30 Mike Deal 5:00 Lone Ringer 12:00 All Child. 10:00 Now See It 10:00 High Rollers
11:56 News 11:00 Young Res. • 1:00 Pyramid 6:30 Report 12:30 Make Deal 10:30 Love Life 10:30 Ho). Squares
12:00 News 11:30 Search Tom. 1:30 Showdown 5:46 Contact 1:00 Pyramid 11:00 Restless 11:00 Jackpot
f130 Days:Liege ' 12:00 News - 2:00 Gen. Hoes.6:00 Riflemen 1:30 Showdown 11:30 Search Tom. 11:30 Caleb. Swp.






















2:00 Price Is Right
4:00 Green Acres 2:39 Matth 
Game4:30Dateline 1:30 Edge Night 2:30 Surviv. Mar.
4:30 Bonanza 3:00 Tattletales • 5:00 News 2:00 Price Right 3:00 Somerset
6:33 News 3:30 Bewitched 6:30 Dateline 2:30 Match Gerrie 3:30 Flintstones
6.00 News 4:00 Mickey Mouse 6:00 Concentration 3:00 00mar Pyle 4:00 Beaver
I 4:30 Hogan 3:30 Gilligan 4:30 LucyM-6:15 Montage 5:00 Tell Truth 4:00 Big Show 5:00 Family Aft.F-4 00 Bonanza 6:30 News
15:25 Weather 5:30 NewsF-5 00 Montage





1 3-Midday Classics (M El
5. 30-Options : Samuel Sch
uenbaurn. author of "Shakes
pear. A Documentary" and
Lady Frances Donaldson
about the life of the Duke of
Windsor
9 00- Folk Festival USA
E isteddfod- "a gathering of
bards & minstrels"
TUES. JULY 22
10:00-Music and the Spoker
• 'Word
Noon-Bach's Lunch
6:00-Firing Line with William
Buckley







Meeting: "Have We or
Haven't We an Energ.










- 00-Earefer‘P5--Vott•pc--; rs117-v -
Head- Rose Goldemberg
7 30-City Council meeting :
from City Hall in dov..r.•
Murray
•
TV GUIDE MONDAY EVENING, JULY 21, 1975 SCHEDULE





















































TV GUIDE TUESDAY EVENING, JULY 22, 1975 SCHEDULE
wPso-6 ,1 KFVS-12 WSIL-3 WDXR-29 WNGE-2 WLAC-5 WSM-4- ,

















9:00 Police9:00 Police Story 8:00 Hawaii 5-0 13:30 News 6:30 Sunset Strip 9:00 M. Welby 8:00 HINIIii 5-0
Story
10:00 Scene/Ten1000 News Best 9:00 B. Jones 7:00 Happy Days 7:30 M. Douglas 10:00 Movie 9:00 B. Jones 1030 Tonight10:30 Tonight 10:00 12 Reports 7:30 Movie 9:06 PTL Club 10:00 News 12:00 Tomorrow12:00 Tomorrow 10:30 Movie 9:90 M. Welby 11:06 Movie 10:30 P Meson
12:30 News 10:00 News 11:30 Movie10:30 World Ent.
12:00 News
- - -
TV GUIDE WEDNESDAY EVENING, JULY 23, 1975 SCHEDULE
WPSD-h KFVS-1 2 WSII-3 WDXR-29 WNGE-2 WIAC-5
,
WSM-4














13 °° 3 StwCilas
6:25 Weather


































TV GUIDE THURSDAY EVENING, JULY 24, 1975 SCHEDULE























1 10 Late News





























10. 30 World Ent.
e TV GUIDE FRIDAY EVENING, JULY 25, 1975 SCHEDULE




6 30 I-401. &Warn
7 00 Movie
10 00 News Beet
10 30 Tonight













9:00 Lily Tomlin ,

























Et - 00 Rockford
p 00 Pol. Women


























































































































— 23 Fruit seed
24 Goddeoss of
CIA Intercepted Mail Turned
Over To Justice Department
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Mail
intercepted and retained by the
CIA has been turned over to
Justice Department investiga-
tors, and the postmaster gener-
al issued a sharp rebuke to the
intelligence agency for in-
tefering with the mail.
The fact that the agency had
kept some of the letters it
opened during its 20-year mail
surveillance program was re-_
vealed for the first time Thurs-
day by Postmaster General
Benjamin F. Bailar.
According to Salim, CIA di-
rector William E. Colby has
turned over to him 110 opened
letters and post cards which
had been intercepted by the
agency in 1972.
According to the Postal Serv-
ice, the CIA previously had
claimed "that all such inter-
Crossword Puzzler
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cepted and opened mail had
been copied and returned to the
mails."
Bailar added that the mail
had been surrendered to the
Justice Department in response
to a search warrant and that it
-is being held pending possible
legal action against those re-
sponsible for opening and de-
taining it."
According to authoritative
sources, the department's crim-
inal division has been in-
vestigating the CIA's mail sur-
veillance program since last
December when Colby first in-
formed then-Deputy Atty. Gen.
Laurence H. Silberman about
the program.
According to the Rockefeller
Commission, which conducted
its own investigation of the
mail program, "United States
statutes specifically forbid
opening the mail."
Unlike many of the "plainly
unlawful" CIA acts outlined by
the commission, the common
five-year statutue of limitations
might not prevent prosecution
of officials responsible for open-
ing the mail, since the program
was not terminated until Febru-
ary 1973.
The same sources also con-
firmed reports that the crimi-
nal division is investigating
possible perjury charges
against former CIA director
Richard M. Helms in con-
made -under tall about agency
activities. Helms, now am-
bassador to Iran, is scheduled
to make a third appearance to-
day before the Senate in-
telligence panel to answer ques-
tions about alleged CIA in-
voNement in assassination
plots.
DISTINGUISHED DEALER—Joe Parker (right), of the Parker Ford dealership in Murray, receives
Ford Division's Distinguished Achievement Award from Leon Capp, the division's Louisville
district sales manager. The award is the highest honor presented by Ford Division to dealers for
outstanding accomplishment in maintaining superior facilities, tervire and Salesmanship. In
presenting the award to Parker, Capp said that "we appreciate the excellent reputation you
have established in your community and we are confident you will continue to earn distinction
by maintaining the high standards of dealership operation which the award represents."
Senate And House At Odds Over
Ban On Separate PE In Schools
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Senate and House find them-
selves at odds as to whether
the government should ban sep-
arate physical education
dasses.for-bays-mart gfrlst-
an aide to a top House backer
of the ban predicts eventual ap-
proval.
By a 65 to 29 vote Thursday,
.the Senate rejected an amend-
ment that would have forbidden
the government to require coe-
ducational gym classes. A
measure carrying
feet had passed the House on a
212 to 211 roll call vote Wednes-
day.
The effect of the Senate ac-
tion was to send a compromise
--conferencireeport -ft49-4*bii.",,•ccnta
lion appropriation bill for aid to
education back to the House for
further action.
According to an aide to Rep.
Bella S. Abzug, D-N.Y., the
House leadership has agreed to
give in on the issue despite the
narrow earlier rejection and
















YOU'VE GOT to STOP
EATING SO MANY
PEANUTS
"One reason is that they 
Rev. Frank Floyd Evangelist For
Revival Meet At Sinking Spring
Rev. Frank Floyd will be the
evangelist at the revival ser-
vices to open at the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church on
Sunday, July 20, at 7:30 p.m.
Rev. Frank Floyd
-Evangelist
Services will be at two p.m. and
7:36 p.m. through Saturday,
July 26, and on Sunday at eleven
a.m. and 7.30 p.m.





Jefferson City, Tenn., and
Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary, Louisville, and
recently resigned his church
pastorate after eighteen years
to enter full time evangelism.
Tommy Scott, minister of
music for Sinking Spring
Church, will direct the song
Tommy Scott
-Music Director
service with Mrs. Tommy Scott
as pianist and Mrs. Jim Neale
as organist.
The nursery will be open each
night, according to Rev.
Lawson Williamson, pastor,
who invites the public to attend.
Dr. Louis G. Ryan, op-
ward 
of Murray, was a Rev. Bert Owen Toin the drive for women's member of the Continuing
rights. Education course, Pathology Speak At RevivalAnd they said the new regu- and Ocular Pharmacology, held
lations were fleible in that they at Southern College of Op- Rev. Bert Owen of Glasgow
per seg ega
et-sposte-ond-..by.,: _
groupings, provide for separate
locker rooms for boys and girls
and give schools an adjustment
period of up to three years.
The regulations also forbid
such single-sex school organ-
izations as honorary service
and professional fraternities
and sororities.
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The Kirksey Baptist Church
will hold revival services
starting Monday, July 21, and
continuing through Wednesday,
July 30, according to the pastor,
Bro. Danny Guess.
Services will be held at 7:30 p.
m. each evening with Bro.
Headly Thweatt, pastor of the
Main Street Baptist Church,
Plymouth, Mich., as the
evangelist. He is formerly from Liberty Church Tothe Hardin community.
Guest evangelist
since Wednesday and on anoth-
er 
the aide told a reporter. 
Evaluation Forroll call they would have
The Senate vote was on an Children At MSC
amendment by Rep. Bob_ ca-
gey, D-Tex., that would have The Division of Reading,
prevented implementation of Department of Special
antisex discrimination regu- Education at Murray State
lations by the Department of University, has openings for
Health, Education and Welfare Reading Evaluations during the
that are scheduled to take ef-, week of July 21-25.
feet next Monday. Dr. Yancey Watkins will
supervise the evaluations. AnyOpponents of the amendment
person having a child who has asaid it would mean a step back-
reading problem and who would
like to have a diagnostic
evaluation conducted may call
for an appointment. Preference
will be given to children in
grades one through five.
The evaluations will be
conducted by graduate students
raendading. experienced teachers in
their third or fourth course in
A fee of $15.00 will be charged
to cover the cost of materials.
For additional information or
an appointment, call 762-2854 or
7M-9624.
at the
revival services at the Flint
Baptist Church from July 20-
26 will be Bro. James Garland,
pastor of Hazel Church.
Prayer services will start at
7:15 p.m. with regular services
at 730 p.m., according to the
pastor, Bro.,Heyward Roberts.
Directing the song service will
be William B. Miller with Gina
Hopkins as organist and
Maurita Livers as pianist.
Revival Services
To Be At Bethel
Revival services will be held
at the Bethel United Methodist
Church starting Sunday, July
20, and continuing through
Saturday, July 26.
The evangelist will be Keith
Smith with services nightly
opening with prayer groups at
song service at 745
p7m., and prearhing-ar eigl tr
m.
The church and the pastor,





off Highway 94 East, will hold
worship services at nine a. m.
on Sunday, July 20.
"Revival" will be the subject
of the sermon by Rev. W. Edd
Glover who will have as his
scripture text, Hebrews 3:2.
Sunday School will be held at
ten a. m.
Revival services will start on




To Be Held Monday
The regular monthly Com-
munity Continuing Nursing
Education Meeting sponsored
by the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will be held Monday,
July 21, at 7:30 p. m. in the
Hospital Conference Room.
Roger Neal Tanner, Licensed
Physical Therapist, will speak
on rehabilitation of the post
mastectomy patients.-
Tanner has served in the U. S.
Army as a Medical Corpsman
at Fort Sam Houston, Texas;
received his B. S. in Biology at
St. Louis University, his M. S. in
Public Health Administration
and his B. S. in Physical
Therapy both at the Univetsity
of Missouri. He is employeki at,
the Murray-Calloway pairity
Hospital.
Mrs. Reva Shelton will als0 be
a guest speaker and will
represent Reach for Recovery,
spealting and mit:fining .the
program.
All community and hospital
nurses are invited to attend, a
hospital sphkesman said
tometry, Memphis, Tenn., on will be the evangelist at the
-'xIttiirTY-13;497V- ItrattViclefltritart"Sdn-
day, July 20, at the North
Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
Services will be held nightly
at 7:30 p. m. through Friday,
July 25, with Leland Peeler as
director of the song services.
Sunday at eleven a. m. the
pastor, Rev. W. Edd Glover,
will speak on the subject,
"Revival," with scripture from
Hebrews 3:2.
Greeters will be Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Lowe.
Optometrists from 5 states





effects of the most recent
diagnostic agents and the
recognition of diseases of the
external and internal eye.
Dr. Henry N. Peters, Jr. and
Dr. George Alan Scott, Southern
College of Optometry faculty,
conducted the course.
• Revival
itttrating ii!Ppring litapttet glburt
July 20-27
Services Monday-Saturday
2:00 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.










Located at Aurora Oaks on Hwy. 68















Owned and Operated by
Honey and Nano Conaway
sell D.
•• Dig 2
Phone 502 153-9801 3516392
for 1 COUPON•
Buy One Ticket
I. -Get One FREE!













regular display, must be
tsubmitted by 12 noon,the day before
publication.
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4
p.m. the day before
publication.
IF YOU have a burden, let
us share it. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.
WILL THE person who
took the green and white,
broad leaf, potted plant





lees en 110 cermet
0114 4 I. sell
First Conic Frit Serve










JACK -AND Jill - openings













Poison Control  753-7588
Senior Citizens  753-0929
Need Line ... 753-NEED





3. Card Of Thanks
WE THE family of Lera
Cunningham wish to take
this opportunity to thank
everyone for the kindness
and concern. We wish to




during the illness and
death of our loved one.
The Family of Lera
Cunningham
5. Lost And Found







A THREE MONTH old
male puppy, black and
whi'e, mixed breed.
Found on Elm Street near






BODY MAN WITH ex-
perience, good working
conditions and pay. Must
be sober, dependable and
willing to work. Also
furnish references. If
you don't meet these
qualifications, don't
apply. Apply in person to
Chaparel Motors, High-
way 94 E. by Town and
Country Yamaha or call
753-9273 for interview.
RESTAURANT -WORK,
male and female. 18 and
over only need apply.
Prefer out of school and
able to work days. Send
personal description
past work record, your
phone number to Box 121
Shady Oaks.
HORNBUCKLE'S BAR-
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Murray Home 8. Auto
Chestnut St
753-2571
WHEN • TRAVELING ' in-
around-or-thru Dover,
Tennessee, stop at Joe
Bailey's Place, (Texaco)
for a free cup of coffee
(always).
3 Card Of Thanks
THE, FAMILY of Charlie'
.Horebuckle wish-tn.
you their sincere ap-
• - predation during the




SITTER needed 3 hours a
day in my home. Nine
months old. Call 767-4056






Must be 21 years of age
and have a late model
car. Apply at 203 S. 5th
Street, 9 to 5, Monday
through Friday, or call
753-2428.





saddle in good condition.
Must be reasonably
priced. Call 767-4794.
USED CB. Call after 6:00
753-4358.





for house. Call 753-5924 or
753-1681.
USED BOAT TRAILER 16'
runabout boat. Call 753-
5924 or 753-1681.
15. Articles For Sale
TOPPER FOR long bed
truck. 23 channel CB
mobile radio. Call 753-
8706.
19 Farm Equ•pment
NEW IDEA mounted two
row corn picker on 4e0
case diesel. Very good
condition. Call 753-5107.
20. Sports Equipment
17 FT. STEUERY boat.
Convertable top, side
curtains and back drop. 65
H. P. Johnson Loop
charger engine. Heavy
duty Sterling trailer with
spare wheel. Electric
Bilge pump. Used about
12 hours. $2,650. Call 753-
7536.
FOURTEEN FOOT
fiberglass runabout 65 H.
P. Evinrude engine. Tilt
trailer, 4 life jackets
included. $725.00. Phone
767-2749 after 1:00.
17' WOODEN BOAT with
250 h. p. crisscraft in-
board motor. New bat-
tery, new upholstery.
Owner leaving town.




and trailer. $450.00. Call
TOMATO STAKES, 54" 15_ 753-4064.
cents-beach.- Rednicut
Stake Company, Hwy. 94 SAILING PRAM for two
E., Murray. adults. With trailer $550.
Call 436-5340.
GAS STOVE, dryer and
washer. Call 753-8455.
APPROXIMATELY 500 ft.
oak boxing. $5.00 per
hundred feet.
BULLDOZER, WHITE
cold water gravel. Fill
and extremely rich top
soil. Rudell Bogard, call
753-9398.
BARGAINS IN ANTIQUES
of all kinds. Churns, milk




and furniture. Butler and




VET NEEDS JOB. Full or
part time. Trained auto
mechanic with tools.




Man and wife needed to
operate new 50,000 dollars
Tasty Burger Store in
your. town. Will lease
building, equipment on a
percentage basis to the
right party. School you in
our procedures, place you
in a position to earn high







FOUR HALF beds, good,
used. Three chest of
drawers. Cheep. Call 753-
8202. ,
SELECTIONS OF
paneling. 4 x 8 sheets -
$2.75 and up. Molding to
match paneling.
Bathroom vanities from
$45.00 and up. 12-designs
decorative paneling, 4 x 8
sheets, $4.25 each.
Cabinet topping, 25 cents
sq. ft. Interior latex white
paint, $3.95 gal.
Fiberglass Panels, 10
cents to 25 cents sq. ft.
Luan and Birch doors,
$5.75 to $18.75. Ross &
Tuck Salvage Mdse., Inc.
Box 88, Martin, Tenn.
Phone 587-2420.
1974 DUO 17 FT. v-bottom
'runabout. 1969 100 h. p.
Johnson outboarkt, 18
gallon gas tank, full top






for sale. Ben Dyer 753-
8911.
ANTIQUE SQUARE grand














CASE FARM tractor. V-
. AC12. 3 point hitch. $875.
Call 436-5414.
HEALTOLIFE, burial, up






660 CASE combine 18.4 rice
and cane tires, pickup





combine.. Rice and cane
tires, pickuP reel, header








hauling 4 horses. 8:00 to
5:00. Call 753-3621 after
5:00 call 753-4818
BALDWIN PIANOS and









organs. Rent to purchase
plan. Lonardo Piano
Company, across from
Post Office, Paris, ten-
nessee. Also The Antique




Leasing. You can now
lease a hearing aid with
the option to buy. See how
wonderful it is to hear and
understand. We are
trying this program for
July, because so many
people have said, "I'm
afraid I can't wear a
hearing aid. I can't afford
to buy one, or I want a
trial period.". Remeber
this offer is good only for
July and only in our Paris
office. Call 901-642-2479 or
come t.ø our office at 301
W. Washington, Paris,
Tenn.
16' 60 AMP Electric service
pole, complete Call 753-
0870.
YOU CAN steam clean
carpets profssionally
clean with new portable
RINSE-N-VAC. Rent at
Crass Furniture, S. 3rd
Street, Murray, Ky.













buildings for all your
storage needs. Also Lake
Cottages, Boat Docks,
patios and Greenhouses.
Sweet corn and fresh
vegetables for sale.
Located on Hicks
Cemetery Road, one mile
south of Cherry Corners,-
off Highway 121 South.
26. TV-Radio





YES WE do repair stereos
and tape players, and
other electronic equip-
ment. See Tom ReSig at
Chuck's Music Center.
Call 753-3682.
31 Want To Rent
SHOP NEAR or around
Murray. Preferably
clean-up shop. Call 436-
5552.





and clean. Couple only.
Phone 753-3805.
MURRAY MANOR - All








Where one is 62 or over and
qualify the Government will pay
a large portion of your monthly
rental. New one and two
bedroom apartments in Murray
Manor Central Air conditioning





37. Livestock - Supplies
WHITE FACE BULL, 9









Setters. Price reduced for
quick sale. $40.00 each.
Call 753-8861 after 5 p. m.
REGISTERED BASSET
puppies, also two good
hunting basset bitches.
$50.00 and $35.00. Call 753-






schnauzers, tiny white toy
poodle. Also siamese





ment, furnished or un-
furnished. Call 753-4331.
T. V. One year old. 38 and
22 pistol. Call 753-0323
from 6 a. m. to 12:30 noon,.
.CONSOLE STEREO with
FM, AM. $45.00. Includes
entire album collection.
Excellent buy. Call 753-
8233.
27. Mobile Home Sales





disposal. shag carpets in
living-dining area and
master . bedroom. Three
bedtothils, 2 baths,
central heat and air.
Priced reduced. By ap-
pointment 753-7717. 74
Riviera Cts.
12 x 60 UNFURNISHED, 2
bedroom, bath, living
room and kitchen. Has
electric furnace, includes
8000 BTU air conditioner.
Call 753-7914.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call 442-
1918 or 443-8226.
28. Heating & Cooling
USED AIR CON-
DITIONER, 13,500 BTU.
Been used two summers.
$150.00. Call evenings 435-
4589.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
ONE ALL electric, one gas,
both carpeted and on
private lots. Phone 492-
9785. -
ONE MILE from town.
Two bedroom, furnished.
Not suitable for children.




$50.00 deposit, $125.00 a
month. Water, garbage






ming pool. Families only.
75'3,3855. .
BEAUTIFUL 12 x 50, all






PENTA TREATED 4 x 6 1
timbers. , 10 ft. to 24 ft.




FOR SALE - 35mm
Beseler -Toecon.
eThrisli3.41:15trun TA.;%riK`e
new. Call 753-6977 or •
contact Mike Brandon at
Lodger & Times office,
753-1918
*--
31. Want To Rent
COUNTRY HOUSE, two to
twelve miles out. Running
water. Call collect (502)
935-563 from 8 a. m. to
10 30 a. m.
looking for uefurnished 2
or bedroom duplex or










ments for boys or girls,
summer and fall
semesters. Also ef-
ficiency apts. for girls.
Phone 753-5865 days, or
753-5108 after 6 p.m.
40. Produce
TAME BLACKBERRIES,
$3.50 gallon. Call 753-1862
or 753-9957.
LARGE TAME plums.
Good for eating, jelly and
preserves. Call 753-4725.
TOMATO STAKES, 10
cents each Bean poles, 20
cents each. Phone 7p-
9618.
ONE MILE from town.
Furnished, 2 bedroom
upstairs. $85.00 a month.
Not suitable for small






34. Houses For Rent
FURNIS/tED LAKE front
cottage on KY. Lake for




formal living and dining
rooms, family room,
kitchen with built-in oven,
range and refrigerator.
Central heat and air,
Adults only $225.00 per
month. Utilities included.
1626 Hamilton. Call 436-
5479.
TWO YEAR OLD, 3
bedroom, 11/2 baths.
central heat and air.
Dishwasher, patio, large
lot in desirable city neigh-
borhood. $175.00 per
month. Call 753-6984.
36. For Rent Or Lease
THREE BEDROOM
HOUSE in Lakeway
Shores. Two level with
fireplace, large lot,
garden space, garage,
storage room, large porch
and good view of lake.






gelding, 10 years old,
gentle w,itleNo bad habits.





Saturday, July 19, 315





sale, Saturday, July 19,
from 8 a. m. to 5 p. m. 807
N. 18th.
YARD SALE, July 19, 1975
at 10 a. m., 304 N. 12th
Street Murray. Items
include, 22" wide gas
stove, 40" wide electric
stove. Both in good
working condition. Large
medium and small oval
rugs, men's clothes,
medium and large. Men's





YARD SALE, July 18 and
19 at 602 Poplar Street.
Clothing, household
items.
THREE PARTY yard sale.
Lots of items. East 91
Highway to 732 junction
on Irvin Cobb Rd. about
2,1 miles down. White
house with green carport.
43. Real Estate
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex
clusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
SPRING, SPECIA LS-







center in Hardin Ky.
pr. Robert W. Yoak
43. Real Estate
THE QUALIFIED per-
sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call
or drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-
7724.
WANT TO be your own
boss? We have a growing
business which you can
purchase and realize your
dream. 32 flavor ice
cream & sandwich shop
on Chestnut St. - Dip-
per's Delight. For details
contact Boyd-Majors
Real Estate 105 N. 12th or
call 753-8080.
3 Dedniem trews home is 31/2
acres. lead is fences1 end ideal
firs maple of Morse* or mhos.
Nes psis barn, peed and geed
prism spot. home is aluminum'
sidles mid recently had is.
reef. Take a Mels. It weld be
MIT rillbr for yes.-
Wye sharp 3 bedroom brick in
nice madivisien appresiesately
4 miles from town. Nome
originally  as built by
Wilder for his flank Well lan-
dscaped yard. Owner bus,
transferred. Priced to sell so
call for aftitatim!....
Older beans as Mod. new MW.
1/2 stories with fad besement.
3 bodr•ons, 2 baths, 2
fireplaces, central is. heat.
Needs redecorating. Is
reasonably priced' Cal for am
appointment.
Country hies, extra nice 3
bedroom, 2 bath hem* up-
proximately S miles from mom.
Nas fireplace, mitre heat we






FOR LISTING and selling
your property, see Boyd-
Majors Real Estate, 105
North 12th, 753-8080 or call




B. B. Hook, 753-2387,
Audra Moody, 753-9036;
Pat Mobley, 753-8958.
FIVE ACRE TRACTS near
Chandler Park at Hamlin,
Ky. These are located in
an exclusive development
on Kerby Jennings Trail.
Only a short distance to










Real Estate, and Auction
at 202 South 4th Street,
invites you to call 753-3263
or see Ron Talent, Loretta
Jobs, or Ronnie Pea for
real estate.
44. lots For Sale
LAKE FRONT LOT. 4,500.
Call 753-2392.
GATESBOROUGH wooded
lot, by owner. Call 753-
2977.
ONE ACRE lots on Pot-
tertown Highway, 6 miles
from Murray and Ky.
Lake. City water on-lot.
436-2149. -
COUNTY LOTS, city
water. High and dry.
$3,500 to $5,000. Sam
Harris, 753-8061, New
Providence Rd.
45. Farms For Sale
BY OWNER, 49 acres on
blacktop road. 30 acres
cropland, timber, burley,
tobacco base, building
lots and a good well.
Priced $72500. Call 753-
-1849.-A
_ __„
BY OWNER. 81 acres on
%lack top road. 65 acres
cropland, all fenced, 3
ponds, also running water
through farm. Timber, a
large barn, modern 3
bedrorEen house, eleetrie
heat, carpeted good well,
good cattle farm. Priced
at $48,500. Call 753-1849.
HOUSE WITH 67 acres.
Tractor, pickup truck,
two ponies, new well, will
divide. Call 474-9739.
6. Homes For Sale
ONE NEW HOUSE and lot.
98' x 250'. 1/2 story house.
Central heat and air, PI
baths. Three bedroom,
fully carpeted. $18,000.
Call 753-8512 days, nights
753-1446. Need to sell, to
settle an estate.
ELEVEN ROOM HOUSE
on large shady lot. 184' x
200'. Has half basement,
1/2 baths. Two story.
Good out buildings.
Electric heat. $19,000.
Need to sell- to settle an
estate. Call 753-8512 days,
nights 753-1446.
BY OWNER, charming 3
bedroom brick, central
heat and air, all ap-
pliances, den, dining
room, and large shady lot.




*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
"LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
Lyndia Cochran
Dance Photos
may be picked up
Monday, July 21







Avoid Costly Home Repairs
Kelley's.Termite & Pest Control
Nesse ...tied and operated over 20 years. Do net siri any contract
sintO jab is finished
100 South L3th St. Phone 753-3914
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/T PAYS 727 ADVERT/SE... ADVERTISE WHERE /TPAYS...
46. Homes For Sale
FOUR BEDROOM, 2 bath
home on heavily wooded,
private one acre lot, near
University on N. 16th.




extras. Mid 40's. Call 753-
8115.
THREE LOTS with two
year old, six room house.
Metal shed, furnished




Approx. 3 years old.
Catalina Drive. Oc-
cupancy July 1. Call 753-
3976.
BY OWNER, 1517 Johnson
Blvd. Very nice 3
bedroom brick, electric
heat, dining room, kit-
chen with diswasher, 1
bath, utility. Carport,
paved drive, nice carpet
throughout, storm doors
and windows. Patio,
fenced and lighted back
lawn. Lot 95' frontage,
168' deep. Lots of shade,




moving out of town.
Priced at $27,500.Call 753-
6576 . After- -
Welcome to view.
TWO STORY, four
bedroom brick, 2 full
baths, separate dining
room and family room in
very pleasant S. West
Murray neighborhood.
_Lots of trees, well land-
scaped. Call 753-5249 for
appointment.
46 Homes For Sale
NICE WATERFRONT
cottage, ideal year round
living. Will trade for
house trailer, building lot
or, etc. Call 753-3672.
TWO NEW LARGE three
bedroom homes in town.
One eligible for tax rebate
by builder. Call 753-3672.
THREE BEDROQ&I, briek
Two baths, lots of
cabinets, large family
room, living room, dining
room and kitchen com-
bination. Double garage
with electric door opener.
Carpeted throughout,
central heat and air. 810
Bigwell. Call for ap-
pointment 753-2986 or 753-
3582.
BY OWNER, white brick,
804 S. 17th at Audubon.
2000 square feet. Three
bedrooms, 2 fill baths, den
with fireplace. Many
closets. Two car garage,
fully landscaped, privacy




$15,500 on this nice 2
bedroom house near
campus. Phone 753-3293.
THREE ACRES land, six
room house, double
carport: Call 753-9378, 753-
--7494, -753-rxr.----
MODERN THREE
bedroom in city limits,
full carpeted with family
room. Plenty of closets,
full garage, large yard,
central heat and air. Can
be seen at 1608 Parklane
Drive. $29,900. Call 753-
°914.
THREE BEDROOM, two
full baths, double garage,
well drained and land-
scaped. Call 7534107.




baths Many extras in
house including cathedral .
ceiling, balcony, central
vacuum and intercom.





floor: living rm., dining















3. Mature responsible individual
4. Previous business experience or knowledge of
tools and hardware helpful but not necessary
5. Must be capable of handling a 8,500 cash
opening Investment
WE OFFER:
1. Top line merchandise
2. No selling situation
3. Local training and marketing back up
4. Long term viable relationship
5. Unlimited income possibilities
Call Mr. Ballard Collect
219-962-5243 or
Write Tune Up Master
3099 Central Avenue





4 miles from Kenlake
State Park Off Hwy. 94 on
Blacktop Road to M.S.U.
Biological Station.
Residential-Mobile Home-
Lake Front Lots. Adjoins
TVA public use area
which includes: Ramp-
Beach-Bath house.
6 Homes For Sale
1582 PARKLANE DRIVE.
Beautifully landscaped 3
bedroom brick home. 1/2
baths, swimming pool.
Desirable location.
Convenient to schools and
shopping. Call 753-2977.
FOR SALE by owner,
house and 5 acres, with
- good well. Near New
Concord. Call 436-2290.
COLDWATER, 1 year,
new, large 3 bedroom
house. Extra large lot, 2
car attached garage,
patio, separate laundry
room, central air and
heat, built-in range and
dishwasher. Ex-
traordinary. Must see to
appreciate. Call 489-2493.
47. Motorcycles
1974 YAMAHA 80 - $325
Call 753-6000.
Cell 7534223 for leferesation
Obtain the HUD Property Report from developer and
read it before signing anything. HUI) neither approves the
merits of the offering nor the value, if any, of the property.
1973 SUZUKI 1'S185. Ex-
cellent condition. 14051/2
Poplar after 5 p. m.
1973 KAWASKI 350, street
bike, 6,000 miles. Ex-
cellent condition. Owner
overseas must sell. Call
436-5848.
Another View
T. Pe, Li Pm 09 -.N..••••••••
• ,INS by err., Sr...*
"NEVER MIND YOUR GOLLEck BACKGROUND.
WHAT DO YOU KNOW A90UT A BULL DOZER ?
1.9 Used Cars & Trucks
- --
1968 CHEVROLET pickup-





wheel drive. Best offer.
Call 753-9366.
50. Campers
NEW SHIPMENT ofLen HONDA 175 CL. Good
-41liaditi4Z114.11. 2e ferrleral good usedTreurA.cessories. Call Ken, 753- „.
4978. campers. Arrowhead
- - - - - --Camper Sales, Hwy. 80E.
1973 HONDA en 350G, 5,-800 Mayfield, Ky. Call 247-
actual miles. Driven to 8187.
and from work in Murray.
•i,etth two helmets. $600.00. CAMP-A-RAMA, Sales,
Call 7534463. Coachman, Trail Star,
Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, 1/2 mile east1173 HONDA, 125, good-condition. can 753.3376. of 68 and 641 intersection.
Draffinville, Ky. Phone
527-7807.YAMAHA 100 also 14 ft.
John Boat With trailer.
Call 753-7576:
HO A 175, 1972 model.
Good condition. $250.00.
Call 7534174.
1975 YAMAHA 175 Endura.
500 miles. $700. Call 436-
5414.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1975 THUNDERBIRD,
with moon roof, low
mileage 6,000 miles.
Copper color, all power.
Call 753-6156 or 753-9121.
_
1973 ()LDS Delta 88 Rayale.
Light gold, brown vinyl
top. Real nice. $30?0. Call
7533897.
1972 CHEVROLET VAN,
loaded. Call 753-2424 from
8 a. m. to 5 p.m. Call 753-
5747 after 5 p. m.
1974 FORD 200 Van. 302 V-
8, p. s. and p. b. Excellent
condition. Call 489-2755.
1970 BUICK LA SABRE.
Covertible red, with white
top. Sharp. Low mileage.
Call 753-8763 days, nights
753-5121.
1966 CHEVROLET, 4 door
sedan, small V-8, a-c, all
power, new tires. Peak
condition. Call 753-1976.
1973 FORD PICK UP. Call
after 5:30, 435-4594.
1965 VW. Modest condition
but good local second car.
$225.00. Call 436-5689.
1968 CAMARO, white with
maroon vinyl top. Great
condition. Call 753-7301





Camper Sales, Hwy 80E.
Mayfield, Ky. Call 247-
8187.
1972 COBRA 19 foot mini-
motor home, 350 Che-
vrolet engine, top air and
motor air, sleeps six,




Several good used Truck
Campers. Arrowhead
Camper Sales, Hwy 80E.











David Benton, 753-7699 or
753-0123.
CLAYTON AND JARVBS























efficient service. No job




hauling in the country.
Call 753-7450.











Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
nights.
WILL KEEP elderly lady






Located At Kirksey, Ky.
On Hwy. 299
Offered for sale at sealed bids for com-
plete removal within one year from date
of bid opening (July 19,1975)
Bids must be received by 12:00 noon on
July 19,1975 and may be mailed to:
Kirksey United Methodist Church
P.O. Box No. II
&icily, Ky. 42054
• Of ldbmitted
----- Kirks°, Methodist Church Parsonage.
Building Will Be Open for Inspection
TERMS: Cash
CONTACT SHOLAR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-
8161 after 7 p. m.
WILL DO ROOFING and
painting. Call 901-498-
8865, 753-6743, or after 5 p.
m. 753-8939.
EXPERIENCED PAIN-
TER will do interior or











Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimate.
KIRBY CARPET CARE -.
cleans rugs of all kinds. In
business, homes, and
institution. Rugs come
clean by steam cleaning.




Cat D7E, A big machine





RACINE DRY carpet care.
1/2 gallon cleans approx.
300 sq ft. for $3.69.
Machine rental is $2.00
per day When finished
Cleaning carpet, ready for
immediate use. Hinman's
Rentals. 802 N. 18th St
Murray, Ky.




no ANY and 'all
types- it sewing, crewel,
arid embroidery in my
-home- Call 753-8.342 until 8
p m.
New Listings At Guy Spann Realty
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY - Crazy Horse Billiar-
ds located 200 North 15th Street is immediately
av^ilable. 4 apartments upstairs rent at $80 each. 8
pool tables and assorted vending machines. Fine
annual gross total. 4 years remaining on lease at
reasonable price.
Trailer home at Central Ridge. On 2 commercial
lots on paved street. Electric heat. All for only
$9,000.
60 acres land. 25 tendable, balance in pasture. Good
fence, new well and septic tank. Large pond. Price
right.
40 Acres on Swift Road. Partly planted in beans.
Balance in woods, real nice building location. This
would be about 2 miles NW of Kirksey.
We have the L and B Grocery Store-Restaurant
located on 121 five miles SE of Murray. One acre of
land, 2 bedroom apartment over store'. All stock and
fixtures in both store and restaurant. Here is a good
deal for the business minded person.
150 acre farm on Faxon. 100 acres tendable. 70 in
soybeans now. 50 acres in tiber. 8 room 3 bedroom, 2
bath home. Nice fireplace. 0:malady redecorated-5 outbuildings. Property can be bought in smaller
parcels. Call for complete details.
On Graham Road SE. 3 bedroom brick on 11/2 acres.
1/2 baths, carport, built-ins, fireplace, carpet, trees.
2-bay shop building and 12 x 26 beauty shop. Deep
well. House has Pella windows. $44,000.
4 Acres of prime land 1/2 miles from Murray. (For-
merly Murray Saw Mill). Has 6" diameter well for
commercial quantities of water.
12 acres 5 miles north of Murray on 641 North. 6
room brick home, 3 bedrooms, bath, well, outside
storage, electric wall heat, window air-conditioner,
new septis .bEibuft2.1401CiagAilik10404of
Lot at South Pleasant Nive Chureh ready for hook-
up. Has well, septic tank and power.$3,875.
8 Acres of very good land, modern 2-bedroom home
on Irving Cobb Road. City water, has good stock
barn, 2 outbuildings with electricity and water. Has
bath corn and tobacco bases. Short walk to Lee's
Grocery. Pretty setting. Ideal for young couple or
retired couple. $33,000.
Near the High School on Blair Street is this nearly
new 3-bedroom brick in tip-top shape. Has 1/2 baths,
separate family room, lovely carpet and central
heat and air. Possession with deed. $32,500.00.
11/2 acres on Bethel Road. Has 2 outbuildings, welland Septic tank. Good location for mobile home.$3,000.
15 acres on Irving Cobb Road suitable for
developing. Has nine good building sites. 30,000
broad feet of mature lumber. 6 acres cleared.
$15,000.
Wooded lot with nice trailer in Baywood Vista.
Trailet is 10- by 48 and all furniture is included on
large lot. $5,500.
Lake Cottage at Pine Bluff Shores, 5 rooms, 2
bedrooms, 1 bath, electric wall heaters, 1 windowair cond. free standing fireplace. Exceptional buyat 12,250.
A nice wooded lot on N. 18th Street near Main
Street. Has large shade trees. A beautiful setting for
a home.
25 Acres on Irving Cobb Road just V4 mile from lake.
Good subdividing property. $22,000.
641 South at city limits. 10 acres of prime, partly
wooded land. Ideal for subdividing.
Lot in Baywood Vista, 60 x 245. Suitable for house
trailer or home. $1,250. -
Nice 6 room, 3 bedroom, 1 bath brick home with 3
acres. Electric heat, 165 foot well, oversize 2-car
garage. At Cherry Corners. $27,000.
Older home on S. 8th 6 rooms, 3 bedrooms, one bath.
Gas floor furnance. 1 window air conditioner, dining
room, wall to wall carpet, full basement. Large lot
65 x 290. Property also has separate 2-car garage
with apartment above rents for $75.00 per mo. Has a
shop 25' x 30' behind garage. $25,500.
Gatesboro home with 3-bedrooms, 2 baths, 2
fireplaces, all built-ins, den and large game room.
Double garage, carpet, „drapes. A lovely home far
only $48400,
Wooded retreat near the lake. 32 acres mostly
wooded just 1/2 mile from Kentucky Lake and ta
mile off hwy. 94 East. Priced to sell at $16,000.
Store in Concord doing very good business. Includes
building, all stock and fixtures on abot 1/2 acres. 6
room modern. 2 baths, Apt. over store. Call us Tor
more details.
North 16th at 5 Points, nice brick home ( R-41 with
full haSement, I bedrooms, central gas heat,
garage, fireplace, nice hardwood floors and
posseqsion with deed. Priced to sell at this reduced
figure, 228,000.
Could you Use Up To $2,000 Rebate_
on Your 1975 Taxes?
Check These Quality Built Homes
We have 3 new homes on Pottertown Rd. Each on 2
acres. All are 3 bedroom, 2 baths, central heat and
air, built-ins, carpet, garage. One has large
fireplace. 2 are priced.at $41,000. Rebate $2,000. The
third is $45,000 Rebate $2,000.
On toch Loinan near an schools-large 3 bedroom
(large closets), living room, dining room, family
room, kitchen with built-ins, utility, 2 baths, anl a -
hugh (24' x 28' garage with enclosed storage room
plus permanent stairs to attic storage, also has
patio. On a large 100' x 225' lot. REBATE 2,000.
Three bedroom brick veneer corner Broad & Good-
man in Bagwell Manor, has kitchen and den com-
bination, sewing room, 2 baths, 2 car garage, utility
room and storage. Some trees double concrete
drive. Rebate: $1,600. Reduced to $32,000.
Just a few of our many other good listings.
1305 Wells Blvd. Sharp 5 room, 1. bedroom, 1 bath,
utility room and one car garage, brick and frame
home. Wall to well carpet, drapes, Electric heat,
one window air conditioner. On a 60 x 200' lot.
$24,000.
House and 5 acres with 6-7 hundred feet frontage on
Hwy. 94 East near Kenlake State Park. Has 4
bedroom frame house. store building, fish house,
smoke house and 2 other buildings. This is good
commercial property. $32,000.
Well located on KeenLand Drive. 4 bedroom brick
veneer on large lot. Central gas heat, central air, 2
baths, kitchen with all built-ins, double carport,
wall to wall carpet, drapes. $39,000.
Seven acre farm with three bedroom brick home.
Located 6 miles from Murray on Highway 94 East.
This home has been well kept and has large sloping
front lawn.
Want income? A 3 unit apartment near the Univer-
sity. Always rented. Income is $350 per month. Good
return on investment at $30,500.
Need Income Property. Quality build, 11/2 year old 2
story brick apartment with 4 units near university
and shopping. All have central heat and air, carpet,
built-ins, utility rooms with washer-dryer hook-up.
All apartments have frost-free refrigerator
freezers. Fully rented. Shown by appointment only.
Thirteen acre farm about 4 miles west of Murray.
High concrete floor barn. Ideal for boarding horses.
Has an older but nice solid bedroom, 1 bath, living
room, kitchen, and utility room plus huge attic with
permanent stairs to attic. Carport with storage, on a
wooded lot with garden spot.
If you like beautiful flowers and growing plants all
year, then you should buy this forest shop. All fix-
tures, building, and two lots are included in the
price. $43,000.
58 Acre farm, partly fenced, good year round
spring, 2 wells, tobacco base, 6 miles east of Dexter.
$19,000.
We am essist ye.
Nearly new three bedroom, 11/2 bath, brick home,
living room, kitchen-den combination (all built-ins
Fireplace, wall to wall carpeting with central heat
and air. Listed at $36,500.
Three bedroom, 1 bath, kitchen-dining combination,living room, utility room, wall to wall carpetingwith new inlay in kitchen and bath, built-ins,drapes, 5 closets, carport with outside storage, avery nice home for only $24,500.
145 Acre Farm on Faxon Road. 70 acre tendable.
Has large home with walk out basement. Has 6
bedrooms, 2 baths, some carpet, 2 fireplaces,
washer-dryer hook-up. Owner anxious to move to
town. $55,000.00.
1104 Mulberry is a nice 2 bedroom stucco at a
modest price. Gas heat. New carpet and completely
painted inside. $12,500.
1202 Melrose, really nice 3 bedroom brick with all
built-ins. Central heat and air, carpet, draperies.
Attached garage. A real sharpe place. 328.500.
In Almo, 2 bedrooms brick veneer, almost com-
pletely redecorated, some shade well worth the
money at $13,000.00.
Beautiful 21/2 story home on north 18th with
basement. Has pella window, central gas heat and
electric air, formal dining room, all built-ins in kit-
chen, large attractive lawn with shade. This a fine
home. Must see to appreciate.
10 acre farm with 7 outbuildings, 6 room house, 3
bedrooms, bath, 2 fireplaces, full basement. $29,500
Additional 47 acres available or could be purchased
seperately. Call 753-7724 for details.
Almo Heights, 5 room, 2 bedroom, I bath, wall to
wall carpirt, drapes, elec. Wall heat, on large lot.
Has a ; car clean up shop with water and power in
shop. Priced to sell at only $16,000.
is wrist,* fussucumi. W. hew, customers whip ore looking for homes like yours Coil
WE N:Et-"hitlE":1 hdwiN.D NLISTINGS
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•
OFFICE HOURS: 8-5 Monday through Satlirday
Guy Spann Realty
101 Sycamore Street Member of Multiple Listings ?kw" 1534124-
Our Sales Staff . .
Guy Spann - 753-2587 Prentice Dunn -753-5725
Louise Baker. 753-2409 Loot D. Cole - 753-9723 Jack Per salt - 75341%1




Mrs. Bryan (Gladys Cox)
Youngblood, formerly of
Kirksey, died Thursday at 11:30
p. m. at the Morton Plant
Hospital, Clearwater, Fla. She
was 71 years of age.
Survivors are her husband,
Bryan Youngblood, two
daughters, Mary and Elizabeth
Ann, one son, James, and six
grandchildren, all of Clear-
water, Fla.; three sisters, Mrs.
L. E. ( Lola) Fisk, North 16th
Street, Murray, Mrs. A. H.
(Nina) Williams, Paducah, and
Mrs. Omega Cain, Canton,
Ohio; three brothers, Noble
Cox, Kirksey, William D. Cox,
Southfield, Mich., and Otis Cox,
McKenzie, Tenn.
Funeral and burial services
will be held in Clearwater, Fla.,
on Monday.
Funeral services for Clyde
Courtney, 58, born and reared in
the Beulah community in Hick-
man County, are being held
today at twO p.m. at Roy M.
Lowe Funeral Home, Lowes,
with Rev. Buster Wilson of-
ficiating. Burial will follow in
lieu.12h 
-
The body of Mr. Courtney was
found July 12 at his home in
Detroit, Mich. Authorities said =
- he had been dead several days.
He was an employe _9( the
Dodge Motor Co. in Detroit.
Mr. Courtney, ,he son of the
late Lee Courtney, was a
member of Beulah Baptist




The Grace Baptist Church,
617 South Ninth Street, Murray,
will hold homecoming services
and observe laymen's day on
Sunday, July 20.
Luther Downs, Jimmy
Taylor, Tommy Walker, and
David Scott will speak at the
10:45 a. m. worship services.
The choir will be composed of
the men of the church.
Sunday School will be at 9:45
a. m. and evening worship
services at seven p. m. A basket
dinner will'be served at noon
followed by a gospel singing in
the afternoon.
The public is invited to attend,
a church spokesman said.
The South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church will
hold worship services at eleven
a. m. Sunday, July 20, with the
speaker being the pastor, Rev.
A. H. McLeod.
Directed by Mrs. L. D. Cook,
Jr., the church choir will sing
"Victory In Jesus," with Mrs.
Otto Erwin as organist and
Tommy Gaines as pianist.
The nursery will be provided
during the worship hour.
Sunday School will be at ten a.
m.
the evening services will not
be held and all members are
invited to attend the revival
services at Story's Chapel
Sunday evening4
Sermons at the Hazel Church
of Christ Sunday will be "The
Reward of Iniquity" (Acts 1:18)
World War II. and. "His Owa__Place,1",.. (Acta
Surviving are .his mother,- l:25;.16-20). -
Mrs. Lucy Courtney of Beulah; All men interested in song
two daughters, Mrs. Linda leading are invited -to the
Myer of Atlanta, Ga., and Mrs. training class at 4:45 p. m.
Carelyn Greenup of Louisville; Jerry Bolls, songleader for the
two sons, •Tioliertk -Conrinei -0T 7th and Poplar congregation,
Mayfield and Jerry Courtney Of will be conducting session two
at that time.
The Hazel and Green Plain
congregationr will be con-
ducting a Vacation Bible School
August 4-8 at the Green Plain
building. All ages are invited to
attend at 7 each night. All men
are invited to the Leadership
Training Class taught by
Darrell Brandon of Coldwater
and Doug Brown Sr. of Mayfield
who will discuss the following
topics:
Monday - Characteristics of
Leaders (Brown)
Tuesday - Leadership in
Coounseling (Brown)
Wednesday - to be announced.
Thursday - Leadership in
Evangelism (Brandon)
Friday - Selection and Ap-
pointment of Leaders ( Bran-
don)
Murray; two sitters, Mrs.
Roberta Munsell of Lowes and
Mrs. Rachel Wilson of
Clarktville, Tenn.; six brothers,
Dalton, Robert and Elton
Courtney, all of Beulah,
Obadiah Courtney of Dublin,
Herschel Courtney of Decatur,
Ill., and Rudy Lee Courtney of





Mrs. Lola Williams Willough-
by of Murray Route Three died
this morning at one o'clock at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 78 years of
age.
The deceased was the wife of
Rafe Willoughby who died
September 2, 1971. Born March
5, 1897, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late
John Williams and Mary
Parrish Williams.
Mrs. Willoughby is survived
by several in-laws including a
sister-in-law, Mrs. Lona Mae
Williams of Murray Route Six,
and several nieces and nephews
including Mrs. Robbie Falwell
of Murray Route Two, Ronald
Thompson of Louisville, and
Mrs. Sue Hargis of Louisiana.
Funeral services will be held
Saturday at three p. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. Eura
Mathis and Rev. Gerald Owen
officiating. Music will be by the
Sugar Creek Quartet with Clyde
Willoughby as director.
Interment will be in the Elm
Grove Cemetery". Friends may
call at the funeral home.
CONCERT POSTPONED
A concert by the Murray State
University Summer Band which
had been scheduled for 8:15 p.
m. Tuesday, July 29, in Lovett
Auditorium on the campus has
been postponed. Paul W.
Shahan, conductor of the band,
said a new time and place for
the program will be announced
at a later date
Mi Your Paper?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger L
!Times by 5:30 p. m. ore urged
to call 753-1916 between 5:30
p. fet. -and p. m. to insure
delivery of the newspaper.
Calls must be placed before 6
. m.
STOCK MARKET *
Prices of stocks of local interest at noon
today furnished to the Ledger & Times by
I M Simon Co. are as follows:
Airco  .21% -11
Amer Motors 6% +%
Ashland Oil . . .......... 24% -%
A. T. & T... ............ 50 -%
Boise Cascade. ..... 25 -%
Ford   40% -%
Gen Motors ...............11% -34




Quaker Oats  liThunc
Singer  154 Joe
Tappan 7% one
Western Union 14% +16
Zenith ...................26'a
Prices of stock of local interest at noon,
EDT, 'today, furnished to the Cadger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows:
L'S. Homes 7% -16
Kaufman & Broad ...
Fonderceia Systems .......12'4 +14
Kimberly Clark  1914 Am
Union Carbide.. _911/2-4 16
W R. Grace  X% -at
Texaco. 27% +1•4
General Elec. 50 unc
GAF Corp 1214 -11
Georgia Pacific_ 41/2 -14
Pfizer 291/2 +%




The Story's Chapel Unitel
Methodist Church will hold
revival services starting
Sunday, July 20, and continuing
through Wednesay, July 23.
Rev. Harry Nall, pastor of the
Sedalia and Burnett's Chapel EXCITEMENT-
United Methodist Churches, will
be the guest speaker for the
services at 7:30 p. m.
A potluck supper will be held Air
Sunday evening, July 20, at 5:30
p. m., weather permitting. *
LAKE DATA *
Kentucky Lake, 7 alrf. 357.4, *
up 0.1.
_ Dam 302.4, ne--c.hange. -*
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 357.3, no *
change. lisk4i-k_aladid,
-Below dam 303.3, down 2.2.
Sunset 8.15. Sunrise 5:51. 
*.-*******41.4*********4"*
. SW1A6AWANSa4aP AWARDS—Showmanship awards-at the V+ and-ffk attle- —
show last night went to Mike Rogers with the junior showmanship award and
Alene Paschall, with the senior and ovei‘lishow_manship awards.
RONNIE MILSAP SHOW—Although the Murray-Calloway County Jaycees were
hoping for a sellout crowd at the Ronnie Milsap Show Thursday night, the tur-
nout was somewhat less than encouraging. Tonight's feature attraction will be
the Roller Derby event.
ALL - GIRL
FRIDAY, JULY 18, 1975
10:00 A M. - Beef Cattle Shows
7:30 P.M. - Roller Derby
WASHINGTON (AP) — No
sooner have the economic in-
dicators signaled a start to re-
covery from the deepest reces-
sion since World War II than
one of the soft spots in the
economy, housing, has under-
lined just how soft it is.
Home building is the industry
which usually bounces back
sharply from a recession and
generates jobs in related busi-
nesses like home appliances
and lumber.
But the Commerce Depart-
ment, only hours after announc-
ing that the broadest measure
of the nation's economic health
bore signs of recovery, report-
ed Thursday that starts on new
housing units declined by 5.2
per cent in June.
Michael Surnichrast, chief
economist for the National As-
sociation of Home Builders,
said, "I'm terribly disappointed
by the figures. It really worries
me."
He pointed out that the num-
ber of starts — 1.07 million at
an annual rate after adjust-
ment for seasonal factors —
was the lowest for any June
since 1964, when starts totaled
1.028 million.
Builders started 512,900 new
homes over the first half of the
year, and that figure is usually
bigger in the first half than the
second. This time last year, the
worst since 1967 for the in-
dustry, 774,800 new homes had
been started and the year fin-
ished with a total of 1.3 million.
Stunichrast said the industry
will probably fall far short of
the projections from the Com-
merce Department, despite the
24 per cent increase in sales in
the last two months due to spe-
cial tax breaks for home buy-
ers.
But James L. Pate, top econ-
omist for Commerce, stuck by
his estimate that the industry
will be starting new homes at
an annual rate of 1.5 million by
December.
Prior to releasing the housing
figures, the .Commerce Depart-
ment had reported that the vol-
ume of the total economic out-
put in the economy slipped at
an annual rate of three-tenths
of one per cent in the quarter
ending June 30. This fractional
decline came after five con-
secutive quarterly drops of sub-
stantial size. ,
In addition, the inflation rate
in the economy receded to an
annual rate of 5.1 per cent after
advancing at an annual rate of
8.4 per cent in the first three
months of the year and 10.3 per
cent over all of last year.
With inflation down and int
come up partly due to federal
tax breaks, consumers were
able to save money at the fast-
est rate in 2$ years. The 10.6
per cent savings rate over the
last three months provides a
base for a further surge in con-





RENT OUR RINSE N VAC—the new
portable. easy-to-us* hot water
extraction carpet cleaning machine
that 'IWO.
• rinse, carpet fibers with hot
water and cleaning solution
• loosens and lifts all dirt,










MANI teams Rent tor only




Friday, Saturday, Et SiiiidaY
Good Old Fashion Hand Packed
"Real Ice Cream & Sherberts"
32 Flavors To Choose From
Bring this coupon and order as many pints and quarts aS
you want 25% off list_plice. , 
Dipper's Delight 1308 Chestnut
32 Flavors Ice Cream & Sandwich Parlor
Week
JULY 14— JULY 19








, JULY 19, 1975
.M. - Horse & Mule Pulling
- (Weigh in 6 a.m. - 9 a.m.)
M. - Farm Bureau Day
M. - Tractor Pull
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